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In this beast there dwelt an innate barbarity and
savagery, traits completely alien to Roman blood.
And no wonder: his m other came from beyond the
D anube.1
Lactantius about Galerius, Diocletian’s Caesar

Symeon I, the third son of Boris-Michael (852-889), ruler of Bulgaria who
was officially baptised in the m id-ninth century, in his youth was educated in
Constantinople. He knew the language and Greek/Byzantine culture, and probably
was destined to become the head of the Bulgarian Church. However, fate decided
that he became the ruler of Bulgaria after his older brother Vladimir (889-893), who
betrayed his fathers political and religious policies and was overthrown by Boris.
Symeon ruled between 893-927, as the firsl Bulgarian ruler assuming in 913 the title
of tsar, or emperor (Gr. ßacrîkevç). He was the builder of the new, Christian capital of
Bulgaria - Veliki Preslav. As a patron of culture, and being himself an author, he was
said to have loved books above all else and wrote m any of them personally, as well as
played music and sung like the biblical king David (as a contemporary Bulgarian com 
parison would have it)2. The Bulgarian ruler was to be an extraordinaly pious man,
leading a humble, even ascetic life. During his reign, the more complicated Glagolitic
script was replaced by the Cyrillic alphabet, created in Preslavian literary circles, and
from that time onward became the official literary language of the Bulgars. Assessing
Symeon Is rule, m odern historians write about the golden age of mediaeval Bulgarian
literature and the creation of the so-called Preslavian Literary School. The tsar turned
out to be also an excellent m ilitary leader, extending Bulgarian borders to reach three
1 Lucii Caecilii liber ad Donatum Confessorum de mortibus persecutorum, 9, 2, ed. S. Brandt,
G. Laubmann, [in:] L. Caeli Firmiani Lactanti opera omnia, pars II, fasc. 2, Pragae-VindobonaeLipsiae 1897, p. 182,18 - 183, 2 [= CSEL, 27, fasc. 2].
2 Л. М илетич, Цар Симеон, споменат в един среднобългарски ръкопис, БП 4,1898, р. 159.
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seas - the Black Sea, the Adriatic and the Aegean. During his reign, Bulgaria was
a power on a European scale, he therefore had valid reasons to assume the previously
mentioned title of the basileus of the Bulgarians (ßamlevq twv Bovkjdpuv), to which,
because of his political-ideological aspirations and territorial gains at the expense of the
Eastern Roman Empire, he eventually added the expression teal twv 'Pwgaicov, or and
{of) the Romans. He also styled himself as simply the emperor of Romans. He is univer
sally regarded as the greatest ruler of mediaeval Bulgaria, which is reflected in honour
ing him, the only Bulgarian ruler to be honoured so, with the epithet the Greal.
Symeon I’s rule posed a significant challenege for Byzantium, especially since
during the second half of his reign the empire was going through difficult times, due
to Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus’ (913-959) m inority and the government of sub
sequent regencies, which were implementing conflicting policies towards the north
ern neighbour. The first clash with the Bulgarian ruler took place already during the
reign of emperor Leo VI the Wise (886-912), specifically in the years 894-896, and
was linked to the violating by the Byzantines of the rights of Bulgarian merchants to
display their goods in Constantinople3. Undoubtedly, this was negatively affecting
not only the economic interests of the Bulgarians, but also the prestige of their ruler,
who had to respond to this. Lasting for two years, the war ended with Symeons vic
tory and the comm itm ent of the Byzantine side to restore the Bulgarian marketplace
in the capital city of Byzantium (this happened in 899 at the latest). This first conflict,
followed by two decades of relatively good Byzantine-Bulgarian relations (the schol
arly discussions bring into question only the actions undertaken by Symeon during
902 and 904), did not seem to presage a real shock that awaited the Byzantines. In ret
rospect, however, it could be described as a prelude to the great drama of 913-927.
It all began in late 912 or early 913, when the emperor Alexander (912-913)
insulted the Bulgarian envoys who came to Constantinople to confirm the peaceful
relations of the Bulgarians with the new Byzantine ruler. In retaliation, during the
summer of 913, Symeon arrived with his army at the walls of the Byzantine m etropo
lis. The emperor Alexander was already dead by then, and the reign over the empire
came into the hands of the m inor Constatine VII, son of Leo VI, who was in regency’s
custody. Some scholars believe that the reason for the Bulgarian ruler s action was not
Alexanders scandalous behaviour towards his ambassadors (which would have been
merely a convenient pretext for organizing the expedition), but desire to take over
the power in Byzantium. From an ideological point of view, both Constantine VIIs
m inority and the recent turm oil surrounding his rights to the throne (arising from
the fact that he came from Leo V is fourth marriage, not recognized by the Church)
favoured Symeon. Regardless of whether this assumption is correct, an assault on
Constantinople did not take place, and during a formal meeting between Symeon
and the leader of the regency board, patriarch Nicholas I Mysticus (901-907, 9123 The Bulgarian market was moved to Thessalonika.
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925) the Bulgarian ruler m ost likely gained the right to using the title of basileus. One
of his seals from this period bears the legend Sipwy $а< л\гщ 4, m ost likely, however, in
an ethnic meaning, that is, basileus of Bulgarians ($ а т \г щ twv B o v ly â p m , although the
scholarly opinions on this matter are divided). He also gained an assurance of peaceful
relations with the empire, which was to be guaranteed by the marriage of Constantine
VII with one of the daughters of the Bulgarian monarch. Some scholars believe that
the last provision could open the way to the real influence on ruling the empire, as
thanks to this marriage he gained the right to an honourable and very important title
of basileopator (^асгЛгсжйтшр), i.e. father of the emperor. This position had a particular
importance due to the minority of the Byzantine heir to throne. This view, however, is
not convincing to all of the specialists in the field, who, firstly, doubt that the Bulgarian
ruler was seeking to gain this title at all and secondly, that as a m an from outside of
Byzantium and its imperial court circles, had real chances of attaining this honour.
The following year, however, the Constantinopolitan patriarch was removed from
the regency, and Zoe Karbonopsina, the recalled from exile mother of Constantine VII,
has taken its lead, which led to a change in the political course towards Symeon. The
treaty between Nicholas Mysticus and Symeon from 913 was declared void. Faced with
this, the Bulgarian tsar began military operations against the empire, which, with vary
ing intensity, lasted for ten years. The most famous Byzantine-Bulgarian battle of this
period took place in 917, when the Empress Zoe organized a great expedition against
the Bulgarians. Unfortunately for the Byzantines, on August 20 it ended with a debacle
of the imperial army by the river Acheloos (near the seaside Anchialos). After this vic
tory, Symeon began systematic raids on the Byzantine teritories, taking control over
huge swathes of the empire - in Thrace, Macedonia and Greece proper.
Failures of the regency’s policies under the leadership of Empress Zoe facilitat
ed elevating to the imperial throne on 17 December 920 (as co-emperor - crugßao-iXeiiq
- of Constantine VII) of the ambitious Romanos I Lekapenos (920-944), com m and
er of the imperial fleet. Lekapenos gained power in the way that, in all likelihood,
Symeon himself was hoping for in 913. In 919, supported by the political opposition
and troops loyal to himself he attained the position of heteriarch, or the commander
of the imperial guard. The following year in May he bethrothed his daughter Helen to
the under-age ruler, gaining the title of basileopator and forcing Karbonopsina into
retiring from political life, and subsequently on 24 September 920 he received the dig
nity of caesar. At this point only one step was separating him from declaring himself
the emperor, and afterwards, on 20 May 921, declaring his eldest son, Christophoros,
co-ruler. The Bulgarian ruler contested taking over the power by Lekapenos and con
tinued raids on the empire. It was only on 9 September 924 that, next to the Byzantine
capital, Symeon and the new emperor have met. Some scholars believe that the result
of this was an agreement, under which the Bulgarian tsar promised to refrain from
4 Й. Юрукова, В. Пенчев, Български средновековни печати и монеты, София 1990, р. 29-30.
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futher military actions against Byzantium. And indeed, until his death he did so, fo
cusing instead on fighting the allies of Byzantium - Serbs and Croats. Others believe
that these talks were to be a prelude to reaching a final peace agreement between
the warring states. According to others, the meeting did not lead to any conclusions.
Regardless of whether an agreement was made, it remains a fact that Symeon died on
27 May 927, during preparations for another expedition on Constantinople, leaving
no doubts as to his intentions towards peace with his southern neighbour5.
5 The literature on Symeon I and various aspects of his reign is extremely abundant. Below I am
therefore presenting a selection of works - С. Палаузов, Векът на бъпгарския цар Симеон, [in:]
idem , Избрани трудове в два тома, vol. I, Изследвания по история на България и европей
ская югоизток през средновековието, ed. В. Гюзелев, X. Коларов, София 1974, р. 87-202 (the
first Russian edition is from 1852); M. Д ринов, Южные славяне и В изант ия в X веке, [in:] idem ,
Избрани съчинения в два тома, vol. I, Трудове по българска и славянска история, ed. И. Дуйчев, София 1971, р. 435-495 (first published in 1875); К. И речек, История на българите.
С поправки и добавки от самия автор, ed. П.Х. Петров, София 1978, р. 179-196 (first edition
from 1876); В.Н. З латарски, История на Българската държава през средните векове, vol. I,
Първо българско царство, pars II, От славянизацият а на държавата до падането на Първото царство (852-1018), София 1927, р. 278-515; S. Runciman , A History o f the First Bulga
rian Empire, London 1930, p. 133-177; Г. О строгорски, Die Krönung Symeons von Bulgarien
durch den Patriarchen Nikolaos Mystikos, ИБАИ 9, 1935, p. 275-287; K. Z akrzewski, Historia
Bizancjum, Kraków 2007, p. 180-182,186-190 (reprint from 1938); П. МУТАФЧИЕВ, История на
бъпгарския народ (681-1323), ed. В. Гюзелев, София 1986, р. 177-199 (first edition from 1943);
G. Sergheraert, Syméon le Grand (893-927), Paris 1960; M. Войнов, Промяната в българо-византийските отношения при цар Симеон, ИИИ 18, 1967, р. 147-202; G. Cankova-P etkova,
Der erste Krieg zwischen Bulgarien und Byzanz unter Simeon und die Wiederaufnahme der Han
delsbeziehungen zwischen Bulgarien und Konstantinopel, BF 3, 1968, p. 80-113; G. O strogorski,
Dzieje Bizancjum, trans. H. Evert-Kappesowa et al., 2Warszawa 1968, p. 221-222, 224-229;
S. Runciman , Emperor Romanus Lecapenus and His Reign. A Study o f Tenth-Century Byzantium,
Cambridge 1969, p. 50-57, 81-101; И. Божилов, Към хронологията на българо-маджарската
война при цар Симеон (894-896), ВСб 40.6,1971, р. 20-33; И. Дуйчев, Из писмата на патри
арх Николай М ист ик, [in:] idem , Българско средновековие. П роучвания върху политическата и култ урната история на средновековна България, София 1972, р. 146-152;
A. S tatpiaot -Za®paka, 'H o-vvàvrijin) Xvysthv xal Nixolâov Mwrixov (Avyovtrroç 913) erra тсХсита
rov Bv(avTivo-ßovlyapixov âvTayovia-yov, ©дстстаХоглЪ] 1972; R. Browning , Byzantium and Bulgaria.
A Comparative Study accross the Early Medieval Frontier, London 1975, p. 56-69; E. Chrysos, Die
„Krönung” Symeons in Hebdomon, Cyr 3,1975, p. 169-173; Й. Андреев, Нарышкая надпись княза Симеона и административное устройство болгарского государства в конце IX и начале
X в., ЕВ 14.3, 1978. р. 121-131; I. BoziLOV, A propos des rapports bulgaro-byzantins sous le tzar
Syméon (893-912), BBg 6,1980, p. 73-81; idem , Цар Симеон и Злат ният век на средновековна
България, ИП 36.1, 1980, р. 5-22; idem , България при цар Симеон. Външнополитически от
ношения, [in:] История на България в четиринадесет тома, vol. II, Първо българско цар
ство, ed. Д. Ангелов, София 1981, р. 278-296; idem , Злат ният век на цар Симеон, [in:] Ис
тория, изкуство и култура на средновековна България, ed. В. Гюзелев, София 1981, р. 59-72;
Д. Ангелов, С. Кашев, Б. Ч олпанов, Българска военна история от Ант ичност т а до втората четвърт на X в., София 1983, р. 254-278; И. Божилов, Цар Симеон Велики (893-927):
Злат ният век на Средновековна България, София 1983; J.V.A. Fine Jr , The Early Medieval
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Balkans. A Critical Survey from the Sixth to the Late Twelfth Century, Ann Arbor 1983, p. 132-158;
M. T P H r o p iO T -IfiA N N iA O T , H ßvijavnvoßovlyapixij trvyxfiovoij prove, KrimcrvpTîç (917), П0ЕЕФ 2 21,
1983, p. 121-148; I. Bozilov, L’idéologie politique du tsar Syméon: Pax Symeonica, BBg 8, 1986,
p. 73-89; D. Angelov, Preslav und Konstantinopel - Abhängigkeit und Unabhängigkeit im Kultur
bereich, [in:] The 17th International Byzantine Congress. Major Papers, New Rochelle-New York
1986, p. 429-446; I. Bozilov, Preslav et Constantinople: dépendance et indépendance culturelles,
[in:] The 17th International Byzantine Congress..., p. 429-446; W. Giuzelew, Bułgarskie średniowiecze
(V II-X IV w.), [in:] Bułgaria. Zarys dziejów, ed. I. D imitrow, trans. M. W ięckowska, A. Koseski,
Warszawa 1986, p. 46-49, 71, 80-82; ЕЕ Л итаврин, Первое Болгарское царство в зените могу
щества. Расцвет культуры, [in:] Краткая история Болгарии. С древнейших времен до на
ш их дней, ed. IDEM, Москва 1987, р. 73-80; Т. Wasilewski, Historia Bułgarii, 2Wrocław 1988,
p. 55-59, 63-67; J. Shepard, Symeon o f Bulgaria - Peacemaker, ЕСУНЦСВПИД 3,1989, p. 9-48;
E. Александров, Интронизирането на княз Симеон - 893 г., Pbg 15.3,1991, р. 10-17; Д. Анге
лов, Византия. Възход и залез на една империя, София 1991, р. 222-226; И. Божилов, ОРОЕ
T O N BOYATAPQN, СЛ 25-26,1991,р. 102-109; I. Kapaeiannoiiotaol , Oißvjavrivo-ßovXynjjixic
ovvxpovosiç Ш Zvpsuv, Вка 11,1991, p. 23-46; A. Kazhdan , Symeon o f Bulgaria, [in:] ODB, vol. Ill,
p. 1984; И. Божилов, Преславската цивилизация, [in:] Пр.Сб, vol. IV, ed. idem , София 1993,
p. 33-48; П. Д имитров, Вербални конструкции за личност т а на цар Симеон (методологиче
ски мот иви), [in:] Пр.Сб, vol. V, ed. Т. Тотев, София 1993, р. 26-32; Е.К. Кт piakiil , Bvjâvno xru
Bovlyapoi (7oç-10oç ou.). ZvpßoXri ar>]v sßuriptxrj TcdXmxrj rov Bvijavriov, AStrya. 1993, p. 133-158, 259268; J. Karayannopulos, Les causes des luttes entre Syméon et Byzance: Un réexamin, [in:] Сбор
ник в чест на акад. Д им ит ър Ангелов, ed. В. Белков, София 1994, р. 52-64; Е Атанасов, К ъ м
въпроса за короните на цар Симеон (893-927), [in:] 1100 година Велики Преслав, vol. I, ed.
Т. Тотев, Шумен 1995, р. 74-86; Е Б акалов, Средновековният български владетел (Титулатура и инсигнии), 2София 1995, р. 148-169; И. Божилов, От „варварската”държава до царството. България от средата на IX в. до първите десетилетия на X в., [in:] idem , Седем
етюда по средновековна история, София 1995, р. 94-129; N. O ikonomiahz , "Ojjoç 'Pupatuv
xai BovXyâpcvv, [in:] Bv(avnv) MctxsSovia 324—1430ft.X., ©EcrcralovHcr] 1995, p. 239-242; Й. Андреев,
Цар Симеон (893-927), [in:] Й. Андреев, M. Лалков, Исторически справочник. Българските
ханове и царе. От хан Кубрат до цар Борис III, Велико Търново 1996, р. 91-106; И. Божилов,
Културата на Средновековна България, София 1996, р. 95-142; Е. О строгорски, А вт ократор и самодржац. Прилог за ucmopujy владалачке т ит улат уре у Визант)и и у)уж ни х Словена, [in:] idem , Сабрана дела, vol. IV, Београд 1996, р. 303-318; V. VavrInek , Byzanc na vreholu m od, [in:] Dëjiny Byzance, ed. B. Z âstërovâ, Praha 1996, p. 155-163; M. W hittow , The Making
of Orthodox Byzantium, 600-1025, Barkeley-Los Angeles 1996, p. 285-292; S. Tougher , The Reign
of Leo VI (886-912). Politics and People, Leiden-New York-Köln 1997, p. 172-183; W. Treadgold, A History o f the Byzantine State and Society, Stanford 1997, p. 463-464,471-479; X. Дими
TPOB, Българо-унгарски отношения през Средновековието, София 1998, р. 29-70; Д. Оболен
ский, Византийское содружество наций. Шесть визант ийских портретов, trans. А.В.
Горизонтова et al., Москва 1998, р. 113-126; Й. Андреев, Симеон, [in:] Й. Андреев, И. Лазаров,
П. Павлов, Кой кой е в средновековна България, София 21999, р. 338-345; И. Божилов, Цар
Симеон Велики (893-927): от „варварската” държава до християнското царство, [in:] И.
Божилов, В. Еюзелев, История на средновековна България V II-X IV век, София 1999, р. 229270; П. Ееоргиев, За граничните колони в района на Сопун по времето на княз Симеон, [in:]
Общото и специфичното в балканските култ ури до края на X IX век. Сборник в чест на 70годишнината на проф. Василка Тъпкова-Заимова, ed. Г. Бакалов, София 1999, р. 98-106; П.
I 1авлов, Хрисгпиаискогпо и имперското минало на българските земи в ойкуменичната док
трина на цар Симеон Велики (893-927 г.), [in:] Източното православие в европейската кул-
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After the fiasco of attempts to continue the expansionists policies of Symeon,
his son Peter I (927-969) concluded a peace with Byzantium in 927. For the sake of
creating a lasting agreement, the empire was willing to go for considerable conces
sions. It was to pay the Bulgarians an annual tribute. In order to enhance the restored
interstate relations, a marriage between the Bulgarian ruler and Maria, granddaugh
ter of Romanos Lekapenos, was arranged. The importance of peace can be seen in
тура. Международна конференция, Варна, 2 -3 юли 1993 г., ed. Д. Овчаров, София 1999, р.
111-115; J. H oward-Johnston , Byzantium, Bulgaria and the Peoples o f Ukraine in the 890s, [in:]
М атериалы no археологии, истории и этнографии Таврии. Сборник, vol. VII, ed. А.Й. Айбабин, Симферополь 2000, р. 342-356; Р. Stephenson , Byzantium ’s Balkan Frontier. A Political
Study o f the Northern Balkans, 900-1204, Cambridge 2000, p. 18-23,26-27, 31, 37,39; П. Георги
ев, Коронацията на Симеон през 913 г., ИП 57.1-2, 2001, р. 3-20; Г. Б акалов, Христ ианиза
ция на българското общество, [in:] История на българите, vol. I, От древността до края
на X V I век, ed. idem , София 2003, р. 249-265; И. Божилов, Симеон, [in:] КМЕ, vol. Ill, Л-С, ed.
Е. Дограманджиева et al., София 2003, р. 591-600; J. Shepard, The ruler as instructor, pastor and
wise: Leo VI o f Byzantium and Symeon o f Bulgaria, [in:] Alfred the Great. Papers from the EleventhCentenary Conferences, ed. T. R euter, Aldershot 2003, p. 339-358; T. Т отев, Преслав, [in:] KME,
vol. Ill, p. 301-311; И. Божилов, В. Гюзелев, История на Добруджа, vol. II, Средновековие,
Велико Търново 2004, р. 60-62; Г. Бакалов, За една насинена интерпретация на изворите:
Влахерините 913 г., [in:] Културните текстове на миналото. Носители, символи и идеи,
fase. I Текстовете на историята, история на текстовете. М ат ериали от Юбилейната
международна конференция в чест на 60-годишнината на проф. д.и.н. Казимир Попконстантинов, Велико Търново, 29-31 октомври 2003, ed. В. Гюзелев, София 2005,
р. 168-173; В. Вачкова, Симеон Велики - път ят към короната на Запада, София 2005;
Е Curta, Southeastern Europe in the Middle Ages 500-1250, Cambridge 2006, p. 177-179, 213227; J. H oward-Johnston , A short piece of narrative history: war and diplomacy in the Balkans,
winter 921/2-spring 924, [in:] Byzantine Style, Religion and Civilisation. In Honour o f Sir Steven
Runciman, ed. E. Jeffreys, Cambridge 2006, p. 340-360; А. Николов, Политически мисъл в
ранносредновековна България (средата на IX -края на X век), София 2006, р. 115-230; Р. Р ашев, Цар Симеон. Щрихи към личност т а и делото му, София 2007; И. Божилов, Византийският свят, София 2008, р. 378-385,405-412; Н. Кънев, Стремял ли се е българският владетел Симеон I Велики (893-927 г.) към ранга на визант ийски василеопатор?, [in:] България,
българите и Европа - мит, история, съвремие, vol. II, Научна конференция 31 октомври
2007, ed. Д. Димитров, Велико Търново 2008, 61-67; П. Павлов, Сърбия в полит икат а на
княз Борис-М ихаил (852-889) и цар Симеон Велики (893-927), [in:] Христ иянскат а култура
в Средновековна България. М атериали от национална научна конференция, Шумен 2-4 май
2007година по случай 1100 години от смъртта на св. княз Борис-М ихаил (ок. 835-907г.), ed.
П. Георгиев, Велико Търново 2008, р. 136-145; Д. Кенанов, Цар Симеон Велики и христ иян
ската философия на историята, [in:] „България, земя на блажени...”In memoriam Professons
Iordani Andreevi, Международна конференция в памет на Проф. д.и.н. Йордан Андреев, Вели
ко Търново, 29-31 октомври 2009, ed. И. Лазаров, Велико Търново 2009, р. 265-278; Н. ГагоBA, Владатели и книги. Участието на южнославянская владетел в производството и употребата на книги през Средновековието (IX -X V в.): рецепцият а на визант ийская модел,
София 2010, р. 40-79; М. Каймакамова, Световната история в пропагандната политика
на цар Симеон (893-927) и развит иет о на българската хронография, BMd 1, 2010, р. 59-93;
X. Т рендафилов, М ладостта на цар Симеон, София 2010.
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the new name that Maria took - Irene, or peace in Greek. The fact that a foreign ruler
married a woman from the imperial family was also a sensation, and for which many
years later Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus himself was berating Lekapenos6. This
indicates just how m uch the empire cared about concluding this peace. Under its
terms, also the imperial title of Peter was recognized, even though it was consistently
denied to Symeon after 9147.
During the period of aforementioned conflicts, representatives of the
Byzantine court corresponded with Symeon. First, in the years 894-896, it was Leo
Choirosphactes8, a diplomat and envoy of the emperor Leo VI. His subsequent in 
terlocutors were Nicholas Mysticus, who was writing to him since 912/913 until his
death in 9259, and the emperor Roman Lekapenos, or rather writing in his name
Theodor Daphnopates (890/900-affer 961), the then chief of the imperial Chancery
(7грсотоасту]кру]Т1?)10. Correspondence of these dignitaries, in addition to hagiograph
ie works and the works of Byzantine historians, allows reconstructing the assess6 Константин Багрянородный, Об управлении империей. Текст, перевод, коментарий, 13,
ed. Г.Г. Литаврин, А.П. Новосельцев, Москва 1991, р. 60,146 - 64,194 [= ДИИНСССР].
7 Д. Стоименов, Към договора между България и В изант ия от 927 г., Век 1988, 6, р. 19-22;
В. Гюзелев, Значението на брака на цар Петър (927-969) с ромейката М ария-Ирина Лакапина (911-962), [in:] Културните..., р. 27-33.
8 И. Кузнецове, Писмата на Льва Магистра и Романа Лакапина и словото „ ’Em щ тш
BovXyàpm crufifiaosi” като изворъ за историята на Симеоновска България, СНУНК 16-17,
1900, р. 184,190-196,197, 207-220. About Leo vide e.g. G. Kolias, Biographie, [in:] Léon Choerosphactès, magistre, proconsul et patrice. Biographie - Correspondance, ed. et trans. G. Kolias,
Athens 1939, p. 15-73; M.A. Шангин, Византийские политические деятели первой половины
X века, [in:] Византийский сборник, ed. М.В. Левченко, Москва-Ленинград 1945, р. 228-248;
А. Kazhdan , Choirosphaktes, Leo, [in:] ODB, vol. I, p. 425-426.
9 И. Кузнецове, op. cit., p. 183-190, 197-198, 200-202, 204, 209, 223-230, 235-238, 243, 244;
Д. Ангелов, Методы византийской дипломатии в отношениях с Болгарией по данным пи
сем Константинопольского патриарха Н иколая М ист ика, ВИС 1,1963, р. 60-69; N icholas
I Patriarch of C onstantinople, Letters, ed. et trans. R.J.H. Jenkins, L.G. Westernik, Washing
ton 1973 (cetera: N icholas); А.П. Каждан, Болгаро-византийские отношения в 912-925 гг.
по переписке Н иколая М ист ика (опыт пересмотра хронологии писем), ЕВ 13.3,1976, р. 92107; L. SiMEONOVA, Power in Nicholas Mysticus’Letters to Symeon o f Bulgaria (Notes on the Political
Vocabulary o f the Tenth Century Byzantine Statesman), Bsl 54, 1993, p. 92-93. On the subject of
the patriarch vide e.g. A. Kazhdan , Nicholas I Mystikos, [in:] ODB, vol. II, p. 1466-1467; idem ,
A History o f Byzantine Literature (850-1000), ed. Ch. Angelidi, Athens 2006, p. 66-75.
10 B.H. З латарски, Писмата на визант ийския императоръ Романа Лакапена до българския царь Симеона, СНУНК 13, 1896, р. 282-322; И. Кузнецове, ор. cit., р. 196-197, 205;
Е. Александров, Дипломат ическая переписка царя Симеона с императором Романом Лакапином, Pbg 14.2,1990, р. 16-22. On his subject vide e.g. M. Сюзюмов, Об историческом труде
&еодора Дафнопата, ВОб 2,1916, р. 295-302; H.-G. Beck, Kirche un Theologische Literatur im
byzantinischen Reich, München 1959, p. 552-553; Théodore DAPHNOPaTÈs, Correspondance, ed.
et trans. J. Darrouzès et L.G. W esternik, Paris 1978 (cetera: Daphnopates), p. 1-11; A. Ka 
zhdan , Daphnopates, Theodore, [in:] ODB, vol. I, p. 588; M. Salamon , Dafnopata Teodor, [in:]
Encyklopedia kultury bizantyńskiej, ed. O. Jurewicz , Warszawa 2002, p. 133.
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m ent of the reign of this Bulgarian ruler by the representatives of the ruling circles
in Byzantium. A prom inent place among the Greek sources depicting the figure of
the tsar has also the oration On the treaty with the Bulgarians (Ettl rfj rwv Bovkyâpwv
'jv ’j .ßd'jeO11, which was delivered at the Byzantine court in connection with conclusion
of the peace treaty of 927, or soon after this event12. In scholarship, there were several
suggested attributions of this oration to well-known figures of the Byzantine court and
ecclesiastical circles of the first half of the 10th century. Among them were named such
figures as Nicholas Mysticus himself, Niketas Magister or Arethas of Caesarea, one of
the animators of the intellectual life of this period. The most likely, however, hypothesis
is that the author of the speech was the aforementioned Theodore Daphnopates, an
eminent figure in the intellectual environment of the Byzantine capital of the first half
of the 10th century, and the emperor Romanos Lekapenos’ personal secretary13.
The scholars have undertaken the task of reconstructing the image of Symeon I
in the Byzantine written sources before14. Despite that, the oration On the treaty with
11 I am using the following critical edition of the text - E kI rfj rwv Bovkydpwv crvyßäasi (cetera:
Xufrßctcrsi), [in:] I. D ujćev, On the Treaty o f 927 with the Bulgarians, DOP 32,1978, p. 254-288.
12 R.J.H. Jenkins, The Peace with Bulgaria (927) celebrated by Theodore Daphnopates, [in:] Polychronion. Festschrift F. Dölger zum 75. Geburtstag, ed. P. W irth , Heidelberg 1966, p. 289; ’A.
2 taypiaoy-Za<i>paka, 'O Avcôvvftoçlóyoę„Erd rfj rüv BovXyApuv o-vpßätni”, Bui] 8,1976, p. 347-349.
13 R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 301-302; P. Karlin -H ayter, The Homily on the Peace with Bulgaria
o f 927 and the ‘Coronation’ of 913, JÖB 17, 1968, p. 39; I. D ujcev, op. cit., p. 241-242, 243, 249,
252-253. Cf. Ф.И. Успенский, Неизданное церковное слово о болгарско-византшскихъ отноилетяхъ въ первой половингь X вгька, ЛИФО.ВО 4,1894, р. 99-100; ’A. 2 taypiaoy-Za<spaka,
'О Aveivvfioç..., р. 351-360.
14 И. Божилов, Цар Симеон Велики (893-927): Злат ният век..., р. 151-166; П. Ангелов,
България и българите в представите на визант ийцит е, София 1999, р. 182-199; J. Bonarek,
Romajowie i obcy w kronice Jana Skylitzesa. Identyfikacja etniczna Bizantyńczyków i ich stosunek do
obcych w świetle kroniki Jana Skylitzesa, Toruń 2003, p. 138-146; M.J. Leszka, W izerunek władców
Pierwszego Państwa Bułgarskiego w bizantyńskich źródłach pisanych (VIII-pierwsza połowa X II
wieku), Łódź 2003, p. 89-123. Vide also Л. С имеонова, Образът на българския владетел във
визант ийскат а книжнина (средата на IX -началот о на X I в.), [in:] Представата за „дру
гая" на Балканите, ed. Н. Данова, В. Димова, М. Калицин, София 1995, р. 20-31. More on
portrayal of Bulgarians vide e.g. V. Gjuzelev, Bulgarien und die Bulgaren in der mittelalterlichten
Dichtung (7.-15. Jh.), BHR 9.3,1981, p. 42-72; P. Schreiner , Das Bulgarienbild im Europäischen
Mittelalter, EB 18.2,1982, p. 58-68; T. M oriyasu, Images des Bulgares au Moyen Age, [in:] Studia
Slavico-Byzantina et Mediaevalia Europensia, vol. I, Studies on the Slavo-Byzantine and West-European Middle Ages. In memoriam Ivan Dujcev, ed. P. D inekov et al., Sofia 1988, p. 41-43; П. Ж аво
ронков, Болгария и болгары в изображении никейских авторов: традиция и трансформация
взглядов, [in:] Studia Slavico-Byzantina..., p. 75-78; P. A ngelov, The Bulgarians through the Eyes
o f the Byzantines, BHR 22.4,1994, p. 14-33; Г.Е Литаврин, Константин Багрянородный о Бол
гарии и болгарах, [in:] Сборник в чест на акад. Дим ит ър Ангелов, ed. В. Велков, София 1994,
р. 30-37; J. Shepard, A marriage too far? Maria Lekapena and Peter o f Bulgaria, [in:] The empress
Theophano. Byzantium and the West at the turn o f the first millennium, ed. A. Davids, Cambridge
1995, p. 131,134,136-137,138-139; P. Stephenson , Byzantine Conceptions o f Otherness after the
Annexation o f Bulgaria (1018), [in:] Strangers to Themselves: The Byzantine Outsider. Papres from
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the Bulgarians15 has not been yet subject to a detailed analysis, although the general
conclusions put forward by scholars on its basis are essentially correct and coincide.
The lack of in-depth examination was most likely influenced by the specificity of the
text itself, difficult to interpret as the author did not express his thoughts in a straight
forward manner, but rather by referring to the characters and themes of the Holy
Scripture and classical literature16. It has been pointed out, however, that this does
not mean that we are unable to understand the message of the Byzantine rhetorician.
Even more than that, because it is possible to attempt an unravelling of even the most
subtle allusions17. Following the last claim, the aim of this paper is to uncover the
views of the orations creator on the Bulgarian tsar Symeon I.
)1 >1 H
I would like to point out that the name of Symeon never once appears in the
text, although in several of the passages he is without any doubt identifiable. In some
of the other places, the orator talks about the Bulgarian ruler in a more veiled m an
ner, and a num ber of passages could, hypothetically, be indirect references to him.
The image that I intend to present below is composite in nature and is based on
a thorough analysis of the account. It is, however, an interpretation. Many of the state
ments that are presented below have not been expressed directly by the Byzantine
rhetorician, but without a doubt, they are a logical consequence of his statements,
suggestions and clues provided in the speech. I think that many of them were intelli
gible, probably with m uch more clarity, to his immediate audience or Byzantine read
ers, than they are to us today18.1 have therefore sought, even though it is extremely
difficult and burdened with the danger of overinterpretation19, to follow the thoughts
of the orator, to attempt reconstruction of his vision of Symeon. I emphasise that
these observations do not aspire to exhaust the topic, as a full analysis of all references
and allusions to Symeon I expressed by the orator would have considerably exceeded
the framework of this, already quite voluminous, paper.
the Thirty-second Spring Symposium o f Byzantine Studies, University o f Sussex, Brighton, March
1998, ed. D.C. Smythe , Variorum 2000, p. 245-257; I. Bonarek, op. cit., p. 128-156, 169-171,

175-176.
15 T. Т одоров, „Слово за мира с българите” и българо-византийските политически отно
шения през последните години от управлението на цар Симеон, [in:] България, българите
и т ехнит е съседи през вековете. Изследвания и материали от научната конференция в
памет на доц. д-р Христо Коларов, 30-31 октомври 1998 г., Велико Търново, ed. Й. Андреев,

Велико Търново 2001, р. 141-150.
16 Vide on this subject the comments of Ф .И . Успенский, op. cit., p. 50-51, 52-53,94,100-101; I.
D ujcev, op. cit., p. 251; M.J. Leszka, op. cit., p. 121.
17 R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 288-289.
18 Cf. ibidem, p. 299, 302-303.
19 Cf. comments by M.J. Leszka, op. cit., p. 108.
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Here Symeon, like Adam in Eden, succumbed to the Evil One’s promptings. He
was deluded and deceived, enticed by the vision of the passing glory (§ôÇrjç upocmapov)
and some unnecessary and improper wreath or crown (orecjxbov... 7repirroü tivoç к ai
ака(рои)20. One could say that the Evil One showed Symeon the grandeur, glory and
might of the Byzantine Empire and convinced him that this power and splendour
could come into his possession, if he would only will it. At once the reader associates
this with the temptation of Jesus, whom Satan offered power over the kingdoms of
the Earth, in return for a bow. He however resisted the tem ptation21. Unfortunately,
Symeon did not do so, and seized on the godless thought of conquering Byzantium
and winning the imperial title. I would add that this is perhaps because he did not
recognize the one who was suggesting to him these thoughts and aspirations. He did
not realize whose goals he was really pursuing. Either way, like disobedience of the
first m an allowed death and sin to enter the world22, so did (because of Bulgarian
ruler’s improper desires) the oecumene, or the inhabited world, became an easy prey
for the Devil23. For, having listened to him, Symeon began to fullfill his desire, and
thus became a tool in Satan’s hands.
Elswhere in his oration, reflecting on the deeper causes of the ByzantineBulgarian conflict, Daphnopates once again returned to the question of what caused
the actions of Symeon himself. He concluded that either the goodness has reached
its peak and the time of evil has come so that the balance in the universe could be
preserved, or that it was the result of hum an transgressions, which made themselves
known before the Creator24. It remained a fact for him, however, that
at once the river of ambition [or: the love of glory - K.M.], the whirlwind [or: hurricane K.M.] of primacy, downpour, hail - these and others, even more powerful phenomena that
shake Haemus and Ister - burst into the archons soul (сштиса yap ó cf>AoSo|îaç тготapàç, ó rfjç
7rpoeSpîaç тифсои, ó iieróę, r] v^àç - oïa кш [я&гата rov Aîpcrv гг ка! rcrv “Iarpov к Х о м й - rrj roß
ftpjpmoę 7гро(терриу] фихл)-25
O n the margin of this passage (specifically the m ention of a whirlwind) a later
copyist added an obvious identification - Xuргт 26. Moving on to the interpretation
20 Svjxßäuei, 3,p. 258,64-68. Cf. commentary in Ф.И. Успенский, op. cit.,p. 110-112; R.J.H. Jen
kins, op. cit., p. 298; ’A. S tay piaoy-Za®рака, 'O Avévvpoç..., p. 384, an. to p. 365, v. 12-16.
21 Mt 4, 8-10.
22 Rom 5,12.
23 Sufißäuei, 3, p. 258, 64-68. Cf. e.g. N icholas, 5, p. 28, 55-57; 24, p. 170, 60-61; 26, p. 182,
23-26.
24 Supßao-ei, 12, p. 272, 302-274, 307.
25 Supßacш, 12, p. 274, 307-310.1 am offering here a translation only minutely different from the
one by R.J.H. Jenkins - ibidem, p. 275.
26 Ф.И. Успенский, op. cit., p. 78, an. 3. Cf. Supßao--a, p. 272; ’A. 2 taypiaoy-Za<j>paka, 'O
Avcivvpoç..., p. 394, an. to p. 372, v. 25-27, who refer this annotation to this whole passage, which
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of this passage, it is essential to first state that Haemus m ountains (i.e. m odern day
m ountain ranges of Stara Pianina, or Balkan mountains, and Sredna Gora) and Ister
(the lower Danube) have been mentioned here as the most characteristic and dom i
nant geographical features of the Bulgarian state, separated by the Danubian Plain,
the territorial core of early mediaeval Bulgaria. The author clearly states that weather
conditions specific to this area, as well as to Haemus m ountains and the great river’s
valley, had an influence on Symeon. It could be said that it was the intensity and
ferocity of the atmospheric phenomena of the land in which he was born and grew
up, in which the Bulgarian ruler eventually reigned and lived, that shaped his violent
personality It should be also noted, that Christianity condemns yielding to the ele
ments of this world, which were worshiped by pagans as deities27, and following one’s
passions, as it was regarded as a return, of sorts, to the pagan lifestyle. Recalling of
this image was to indicate that by yielding to the said phenomena, the Bulgarian ruler
was in fact serving them and by this, in a sense, was making them his gods. Therefore
if the gods (here taking form of the elements of nature), to whom Symeon was yield
ing, were violent, arrogant and ambitious, then he must have resembled them in his
attitude and behaviour. The author of the oration leaves no doubt as to the fact that
the one created in the image and likeness of the Most High, by turning away from
the way of peace and towards the conflagration of war, by raising sword against his
brethren, becomes once again a follower of the ancient Hellenic gods - warlike, quar
relsome, insidious, etc.28W ithout a doubt, the previously m entioned by the Byzantine
orator atmospheric and natural phenomena symbolize the world of such emotions,
passions and violent urges. Symeon however, although he should be guided by rea
son, by what was called the m ind o f Christ29, which allows to distinguish between
good and evil, G ods will, was subject to m undane elements. Succumbing to the pas
sions also negatively characterised m any of the ancient Greek thinkers, at least some
of whom would have been known to Daphnopates. The ruler of Bulgaria lacked what
Hellenes called сгыфроспт], or temperance, self-mastery, prudence, inner peace and
balance, characteristics of a harm onious and internally whole m an (Gr. сгсофрсллко? a man naturally self-controlled, moderate, moral). Mental balance, virtue, decency,
prudence were therefore alien to him, and the lack of these characteristics, so dear to
the Greeks, also suggested an excessive form of government - tyranny30. Еыфросготг]
generally does not change the meaning of this postscript.
27 Rom 1,18-32; Col 2, 20; Iudae 12-19.
28 Supßctcrsi, 9, p. 270, 262-267.
29 1 Cor 2, 6-16. Cf. e.g. N icholas, 5, p. 28,49-54.
30 On the subject of стыфростшг] and similar terms vide e.g. one of Plato’s dialogues - P lato,
X APM IAH I [>j itipi a-ucppomjvrjç itiipaarixôç], [in:] Idem, Charmides, Laches, Lysis, ed. C.F. H er
mann , Lipsiae 1897, p. 1-30; P laton, Charmides, [in:] Idem , Ion. Charmides. Lizys, trans.
W. Witwicki, Kęty 2002, p. 33-34 (from the introduction by W. Witwicki), 37-80 (text with dia
logue and comments) and A Patristic Greek Lexicon, ed. G.W.H. Lampe , Oxford 1961 (cetera:
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was therefore an opposite of yielding to desires and passions, to unbridled tem pera
ment, which in the Greek world were considered to be features of the barbarians and
the less well born.
In the above passage particularly interesting are the statements about the love
o f glory and about the whirlwind o f primacy, which were supposed to have shaken and
taken over the soul of the Bulgarian. They indicate, according to the rhetorician, that
Symeon was filled with pride that made him demand for himself precedence over
other rulers, at the same time negating the unique position that the Byzantine em 
peror had among them. Daphnopates further states that as a result of Symeons yield
ing to the aforementioned elements there was a great earthquake (ó creicryóę) that was
felt even by those who lived past the Pillars of Hercules (that is, Gibraltar - èпекеп/а
ladeipow). Symeon was to victoriously raise high the captured wreath (or crown) and
throne (то сгтефо? к а \ о S îy p o ç; in other words: to proclaim himself basileus), which ac
cording to the orator deprived Europe of the crown and brought destruction to many.
Daphnopates calls his actions apostasy (f] а п о с г т а т а ) , as his proclamation and other
things (the author does not specify what things, but he could mean futher titles, or
deeds that took place after elevation to the imperial dignity) brought about profana
tion of the sigil, or sign (f] сгфрауц). According to Daphnopates, thus evil was born,
and Symeon appropriated the harvest (or fruit) of his progenitor (та ygrvrjyaTa той
tbkôvtoç èM iafrai), he rejected on the one hand his father, and on the other the spirit
( к а ! а Э г г а \ ń v том п а т е р а , a b e r e l 8г т о n v e v \ u z ) who is the deposit/pledge of his sonship
(Si’oi) ó ä p p a ß w v Tvjç wÔTVjToç)31.

The interpretation of this passage may be manifold, and none of the possibili
ties rule out the others, as they contain related and interconnecting thoughts. Let us,
however, go back to the beginning. Symeons pride has led him to wishing to be equal
to the Byzantine emperor, more than that, he wanted to replace him, supplant him and
his highest place among the other rulers of oecumene. In my opinion, the Haemus
m ountains do not appear here by chance at all, as in the Byzantine eyes they were the
symbol of Bulgarian haughtiness32. Their peaks, in conjunction with the Bulgarian
PGL), p. 1247; A Greek-English Lexicon, ed. H.G. Liddell, R. Scott, rec. H.S. Jones et al., Oxford
1996 (cetera: LSJ), p. 1751-1752 (here further references to the ancient sources); Słownik greckopolski, vol. IV, P-Ü, ed. Z. Abramowiczówna, Warszawa 1965 (cetera: SGP), p. 270-271; Słownik
grecko-polski, vol. II, Л-Q, ed. O. Jurewicz , Warszawa 2001 (cetera: Słownik), p. 377-378.
31 Eunß&rei, 12, p. 274, 310-316.
32 On this subject vide K. Marinow, Hemus jako baza wypadowa i miejsce schronienia w okresie
walk o restytucję państwowości bułgarskiej pod koniec XII i na poczętku XIII wieku, [in:] Cesarstwo
Bizantyńskie. Dzieje. Religia. Kultura. Studia ofiarowane Profesorowi Waldemarowi Ceranowi przez
uczniów na 70-lecie Jego urodzin, ed. P. R rupczyński, M.J. Leszka, Łask-Łódź 2006, p. 183,186,
192, 194, 197; idem , Dzicy, wyniośli i groźni górale. Wizerunek Bułgarów jako mieszkańców gór w
wybranych źródłach greckich VIIDXII w., [in:] Stereotypy bałkańskie. Księga jubileuszowa Profesor
Ilony Czamańskiej, ed. J. Paszkiewicz, Z. P entek, Poznań 2011, p. 35-45.
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ruler’s aspirations, must have brought to the m inds of Daphnopates’ listeners famous
passage from Isaiah 14, referred by Byzantine exegetes to rebellion of Lucifer against
God. Besides, the Day Star, Son of Dawn, is mentioned there directly:
How is fallen from heaven, the Day Star, which used to rise early in the morning! He was
been crushed down into the earth who used to send light to all the nations! You said in your
mind, „I will ascend to heaven; I will set my throne above the stars of God; I will sit on a lofty
mountain, upon the lofty mountain toward the north; I will ascend above the clouds; I will
be like the Most High.” But now you will descend into Hades and into the foundations of the
earth.33
Does it not harmonize with the further information about Symeon arbitrarily
declaring himself basileus, elevating his crown and throne high up? Was the lofty
mountain, in which the new emperor of Europe resided, not to be Haemus?! I need
to add that exactly the same reasoning, connecting the haughty Bulgarian rulers, who
opposed the Byzantine autocrators, with the Haemus m ountains that they inhabited,
appeared in Byzantine historical sources describing the rebellion of Asen brothers, in
the late twelfth century34. Just as pride was born in Lucifer’s heart, so did it burst into
Symeon’s soul. Thus he imitated with his behaviour the Prince of Darkness himself.
The correctness of this reasoning is confirmed by the fact that in another passage of
his speech, the rhetorician directly references the revolt and Lucifer’s fall, conclud
ing that he was cast out of heavens to serve as a warning to all others like him 35. The
allusion to Symeon is therefore more than clear. However, this was not enough for
Daphnopates, therefore he reached for yet another procedure. The previously m en
tioned whirlwind, in Greek о z v fw v (identified by the copyist, as I have mentioned,
directly with the Bulgarian ruler), is the word referring to a character from Greek
mythology. Typhon, a m onstrous creature, half hum an, half animal, the youngest son
of Gaia and Tartarus36, and thus a god of darkness, or abyss (which was not without
significance to the Christian audience of the oration), with his height and strength
surpassed all the other descendants of Earth. From his shoulders grew a hundred
dragon heads, and from the waist down he was wrapped around by two giant snakes.
Erect, he reached the stars, his arms encircled the whole earth. Winged, he breathed
fire, shook the earth, and with his fiery spit he destroyed fields, houses and temples.
33 Isa 14,12-15 (English translation - Esaias, trans. M. Silva, [in:] A New English Translation o f the
Septuagint, ed. A. P ietersma, B.G. Wright , Oxford 2007 [cetera: NETS], p. 835).
34 More on this subject vide K. Marinow, Hem us..., p. 181-199, especially p. 189-190, an. 33.
35 Suyßchrei, 8, p. 268, 215-217.
36 According to a different legend, he was a son of Hera, begotten without the participation of
a male element; or an offspring of Kronos, born from an egg he fertilised - P. Grimal, Słownik
mitologii greckiej i rzymskiej, trans. M. Bronarska et al., intr. J. Łanowski, 3Wrocław-Warszawa
-Kraków 1997, p. 355; K. Kerényi, Mitologia Greków, trans. R. Reszke, Warszawa 2002, p. 30.
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Along with Echidna, half woman, half snake, he was also to beget other mythical
monsters, including Chimera, Lernean Hydra and Cerberus, and according to some
of the ancient authors also Scylla; these also appear in the oration37. Identified with
the desturctive forces of nature, the cause of hurricanes38, a fire breathing monster,
according to one of versions of the Greek myth he also rebelled against the estab
lished order and acted against the Olympic gods, trying to overthrow them and take
their place39.
Thus, according to our orator, this pagan god and rebel literally came in the
form of storms that pulled at the ruler’s emotions, and in reality, as a dem on, en
tered Symeon (using the language of the Church: possessed him )40. It is no wonder
then that the effects of tsar’s activity were identical to those done by the legendary
beast. The first of these was, m entioned by Daphnopates, a powerful earthquake,
felt even beyond the boundaries of the inhabited world. Further, as m entioned by
the orator himself, and w hat m ore than once Nicholas Mysticus underlined in his
correspondence with the Bulgarian tsar, Symeon’s troops destroyed farm lands in
Byzantine territories, as well as houses, Christian temples and m onasteries41. In
other words, the condition in which Symeon found him self after Typhon entered
his soul was the exact opposite of the state of the Roman emperor. According to
the political ideology that was being developed in the empire, the Byzantine ruler
began to be styled not only em peror from God (гк 0го€, i.e. of divine appointm ent,
choosing) but the emperor in God (èv ©г«), which well explains the related term
êvSeoç, or inspired by God, filled with God, possessed by Him. It therefore defined
the Byzantine m onarch as the person who took God into himself. The form ula
indicated mystical activity of God in the em peror’s person and thereafter, through
the ruler’s person, it was m aking itself known through his actions42. According to
37 Sugßctvsi, 21, p. 284, 469.482.488.
38 Including typhoons, or tropical cyclones, name of which comes from the English transcription
of his name - V. Z amarovskÿ, Bogowie i herosi mitologii greckiej i rzymskiej, trans. J. Illg, L. Spyr
ka, J. Wania , Warszawa 2003, p. 456.
39 J. Parandowski, Mitologia. Wierzenia i podania Greków i Rzymian, 24Warszawa 1990, p. 43-44;
R. Graves, M ity greckie, trans. H. Krzeczowski, intr. A. Krawczuk, 5Warszawa 1992, p. 126-128
(36.a-36.4); P. Grimal, op. cit., p. 355-356; K. Kerényi, op. cit., p. 29-31; W. Markowska, Mity
Greków i Rzymian, Warszawa 2002, p. 21-22; Z. Kubiak, Mitologia Greków i Rzymian, Warszawa
2003, p. 77-79; V. Zamarovsky, op. cit., p. 456.
40 Vide e.g. Mt 12, 45; Mc 5, 2.15; Lc 8, 30; 13, 16; Io 13, 27.
41 Sugßctvsi, 2, p. 256, 40-44; 3, p. 256, 47-53; 7, p. 264,174-177; N icholas, 14, p. 94, 59 - 96, 77;
24, p. 170, 57-60; 26, p. 182, 22-27.
42 X. Хунгер, Империя на ново средище. Христ иянският дух на византийската култура,
trans. Г. Инджиева, ed. В. Гюзелев, София 2000, р. 91-97; И. Божилов, Византийският...,
р. 122-123. Cf. N icholas, 5, p. 30, 77-80: The evil man from the evil treasury of his heart bringeth
forth evil. The good man from the good treasury o f his heart bringeth forth good (cf. Mt 12, 35; Eng.
trans. - N icholas, p. 31).
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the analysed message, Symeon was, in turn, in Typhon, or rather, Typhon was in
him, therefore the Bulgarian ruler was possessed (once again ëvSeoç43) by that pagan
deity. Undoubtedly this discredited him in the context of the title of the Christian
em peror of the Romans that he assumed.
Three more times in the text we will find an allusion to Symeon’s-Typhon’s
activity. M entioning the Byzantine expedition against Symeon and the defeat of the
Byzantine army in the 917 battle of Acheloos, the rhetorician notes that in this way
Zoe’s regency ignites a fire (vnctvânrsi то ттор), flames of which shone to the times
contemporary to when the oration was composed44. This statement is, of course, sup
posed to point to the catastrophic move of the Byzantine government that not only
infuriated the Bulgarian ruler but, after he achieved a spectacular victory and weak
ened the Empires m ilitary forces, allowed him the freedom of action in the Balkan
Peninsula. As a result of this, the previously mentioned fire was started, which was
eventually extinguished by the diplomatic efforts of Romanos Lekapenos, and the
peace treaty of 927. The latter statement is to indicate how severe and long lasting
were the effects of the destructive activity of the Bulgarian tsar.
Daphnopates identifies Symeon with fire in general, of course in the context of
its destructive force. He specifies that fire is difficult to consume/destroy with fire (Sè
Trupi то тгир àvmvâlonov), and for that reason God raised Moses from water (è| ûSaroç
ävalayßara Qeoç tov Mwcrrjv)45. W ithout a doubt, hiding behind the biblical arche
type, that is Moses, who having risen from water was to extinguish the flames kindled
by Symeon-Typhon, is emperor Romanos Lekapenos. The copyist left no doubt in
this matter, who next to the name of Moses noted - ' Pwpavov46. Comparison be
tween the Old Testament prophet, leader and the lawgiver of Israel and the emperor
is particularly telling in this passage. The biblical tale of raising Moses from water47
undoubtedly brought to the listener’s, and later readers’, m inds a link to the military
career of Romanos himself, who for a num ber of years served as a droungarios of the
imperial fleet. The new emperor was therefore literally summoned from the water to
the empire’s rescue48. It should be added that also in the myth about Zeus’, conqueror
of Typhon, birth there appears a m otif associated with water, in which Rhea wanted
to bathe her son49.
Concluding his statement about the talks between Symeon and Romanos
Lekapenos in 924, the author stated that like the m ost savage of beasts (ret vûv щршу
43 On the meaning of this word vide LSJ, p. 566; SGP, vol. II, E-K, ed. Z. Abramowiczówna , War
szawa 1960, p. 141; Słownik, vol. I,A-K, ed. O. Jurewicz , Warszawa 2000, p. 307.
44 Eugßctasi, 14, p. 276, 343-347.
45 Eugßctasi, 15, p. 276, 348-349.
46 Sugßctcrsi, p. 276; ’A. 2 taypiaot-Za4>paka, 'O ’Avuvvyoç..., p. 399, an. to p. 374, v. 6.
47 Ex 2,1-6.
48 Cf. R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 298, 301.
49 J. Parandowski, op. cit., p. 40.
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сортspa)50, when they cannot reach those who are shooting at them, they begin to
fight against the darts (та ßgXr], also: javelins), so did he (that is, Symeon), chased off
along with his hostility, hurled his bile (or anger) in the forest thickets ( tqïc Spvpîç
Tov xpkov а7ггсгку]уе)51. Indirectly, this comparison is to underline the powerlessness
of the Bulgarian ruler in relation to the Roman emperor, who has driven him away
- the savage Bulgarian, unable to effectively carry out his hostile plans towards the
Byzantines, is venting his anger on the defenseless nature. This mention should most
likely be linked to the source information relating to the cutting of trees by Symeons
army during devastating and burning of Thrace and Macedonia in 924, shortly before
the meeting with Romanos Lekapenos52. However, due to its placement by the rheto
rician after the information about concluding negotiations between the two rules,
a different interpretation is possible. In the context of an earlier reference, in which
the Bulgarian ruler was named a wild hog, living in the woods53, these words can
m ean that he only showed his anger in Bulgarian territories (in the forests in which
he dwelled), which again emphasizes his powerlessness. This time the bile thrown
from inside is synonymous with the fire, thrown from the jaws of Typhon. Besides,
according to the myth, Zeus also cast at the m onster darts of rays (lightning bolts, so
also та Зг/у), forcing him to flee, and eventually casting him down into the abyss54.
It is noteworthy that Typhon appeared in Daphnopates’ text in conjunction
with the aforementioned Haemus mountains. Moreover, the whirlwind, or hurricane,
that he causes is one of the phenom ena that, according to the orator, rage among
these mountains. There is no doubt that Daphnopates intended this procedure. The
learned Byzantine rhetorician was referring in this passage to one of the versions of
the myth of Typhon, according to which, during the epic fight with Zeus, the m on
ster reached Thrace and began to hurl the local m ountains at the pursuing enemy.
W ounded by the Olympian god, he sprinkled with his blood the m ountain range,
which from that time onward was called Haemus (in classical Greek Haimos - Alpoç,
50 Symeon, in yet another passage, is called a savage/wild animal (to Srjptov) or, what is more telling,
a predator, monster, beast hostile to man - 2upß<Krgt, 15, p. 276,359. It is worth pointing out that this
expression was also used as a curse, meaning vile beast - LSJ, p. 800; SGP, vol. II, p. 463; Słownik,
vol. I, p. 449. To provide a full overview, I am also providing synonyms: Orjp, Эг)ро<; - wild animal,
in plur. mythical animals, monsters, mythological figures (cf. the question of Typhon) - LSJ, p. 799;
SGP, vol. II, p. 461; Słownik, vol. I,p. 449. It is not impossible, that in this oration the author is using
the expression to Oripi'ov (also in plur.) in its ecclesiastical meaning, and therefore referring to e.g.
pagan deities, demons appearing under appearances of animals, Antichrist, the Satan himself and
his angels - PGL, p. 651-652.
51 Sugßao-Ei, 16, p. 278, 369-371.
52 T heophanes C ontinuatus , VI, 15, ed. I. Bekker, Bonnae 1838 (cetera: T heophanes C on tinuatus ), p. 405, 17-20. Cf. P. Karlin -H ayter, op. cit., p. 39; ’A. S tatpiaot -Zaopaka, 'O
’Avûvvyoç/Pyoç..., p. 401, an. to p. 377, v. 25-28.
53 Sugßacm, 14, p. 276, 343-346.
54 W. M arkowska, op. cit., p. 22.
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from Gr. ai’ia, that is blood)55. It is possible that a more veiled reference to Haemus
m ountains as the place of Symeons whereabouts is in a passage, which discusses the
calamitous Byzantine expedition against Bulgaria in 917. Daphnopates states there
that the Byzantines went to hunt wild boars in a forest (ката тот} ёк Spuyoü yovtot})56,
and it is otherwise known that the Stara Pianina m ountain range was particularly
densely forested during antiquity and middle ages57. In addition, the Delphic Python
(Snake), occasionally identified with Typhon, the embodiment of the destructive
N orthern W ind (shown with the tail of a serpent) that fell on Greece from Haemus
m ountains58. This fact can also be indirectly connected with Symeon, who from Stara
Pianina attacked and ravaged Byzantine territories.
Regardless of whether the latter supposition is correct, considering the above
m etaphor about Symeon-Typhon, one should remember about the main point - de
feated by Zeus, the m onster was cast into Tartarus, or buried under M ount Etna (ac
cording to a different version of the myth)59. Similarly to the aforementioned Lucifer,
who was cast down from the heaven into the abyss of Sheol. Typhons rebellion was
the last opposition against the rule of the divine inhabitants of Olympus. The vic
tory of the latter was a triumph o f perfection, nobility and intelligence over the brute
and savage bestial strength60. In a sense, Symeon-Typhon therefore represents in
the Byzantine rhetoricians oration the old, pagan order, rebelling against the new,
Christian one. In other words, anyone who goes against the hierarchy established
by the Most High, automatically becomes a tool of demons, again yields to the old,
unruly and greedy gods, who want to destroy the divine order and restore the old rule
of darkness.
One should note, that this was not the only such characterisation of a Bulgarian
ruler in Byzantine literature. John Geometres, a former soldier and a Byzantine poet
55 J. Parandowski, op. cit., p. 44; R. Graves, op. cit., p. 127; P. Grimal, op. cit., p. 355; K. Kerép. 30; Z. Kubiak, op. cit., p. 78-79. On the subject of such etymology of the name of
the Haemus mountains vide e.g. Д. Дечев, Хемус и Родопи. Принос към старата география на
България, ГСУИФФ 21.10,1925, р. 1-36.
56 Suyßctasi, 14, р. 276, 343-346.
57 On this subject vide e.g. Л. Д инев, Л. Мелнишки, Стара Планина, София 1962, р. 12,
13, 14, 16, 18, 37-39; Г.Д. Данов, Средна Гора. Пътеводител, София 1971, р. 12, 13-14, 23;
Н. M aruszczak, Bułgaria, Warszawa 1971, p. 160; В. Николов, М. Й орданова, П ланинит е в
България, София 2002, р. 10,19-24, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44.
58 R. Graves, op. cit, p. 83, n. 2, p. 127, przyp. 1; Z. Kubiak, op. cit., p. 77. In some of the Byzantine
sources Bulgarians were presented as vipers inhabiting Haemus, and Asen, one of the leaders of
the anti-Byzantine rebellion of 1185 was compared to a hail and storm cloud, which from that very
range fell down on the empire - K. M arinow, H em us..., p. 190,193-194,195.
59 J. Parandowski, op. cit., p. 44; R. Graves, op. cit., p. 127; P. Grimal, op. cit., p. 355; K. Kerényi,
op. cit., p. 30; W. M arkowska, op. cit., p. 22; Z. Kubiak, op. cit., p. 78-79; V. Z amarovsky, op. cit.,
p. 456.
60 Quoted after J. Parandowski, op. cit., p. 43.
nyi, op. cit.,
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from the late 10th century, likened tsar Samuel (997-1014), a Bulgarian ruler and one
of the so-called Komitopouloi, precisely to Typhon:
Upon high, a comet lit the sky, below cometes [comes - i.e. Samuel - K.M.] burned (тгортсоЫ)
the West [i.e. the Balkan provinces of the Byzantine Empire - K.M.] [...] This terrible Typhon
among the villains, burns everything (гк тута myirpä).61

Comparison between Samuel and Typhon also brings with it justified m oun
tain connotations, as the Bulgarian ruler inflicted upon the emperor Basil II (9761025) a severe defeat in the m ost im portant gorge of Haemus, through which passed
the famous military road (via militaris) connecting Belgrad with Constantinople;
this memorable battle took place at so-called Gate of Trajan62, on 17 of July 98663.
The conclusion is all the more justified, because the aforementioned John Geometres
dedicated another of his poems to the defeat of the Byzantine at this pass. He cursed
in it the treachery of the m ountain peaks, among which the emperor feared to face
the Bulgarians (including, of course, Samuel)64. To conclude, I would like to remind
that already in antiquity the Greeks referred to gigantomachy, including the myth
about the battle between Zeus and Typhon, as the symbolic representations of their
armed struggle against the aggressive and barbaric Asia65. Undoubtedly, both of the
Byzantine authors, Daphnopates and Geometres, alluded to this image while pre
senting the struggles of the Eastern Roman Empire against the Bulgarian tsars, who
in their opinion were also violent barbarians.
The result of the actions of Symeon described above could only have been the
plagues described by the rhetorician - earthquakes (one should keep in m ind that this
is only a metaphor), depriving Europe of the only true imperial title, inherent to the
basileus of Romans (from Byzantine point of view, a real result in the ideological di
mension) and, in a most real sense, bringing about the deaths of many people, in other
words consequences of war66, which Symeon undertook to bring about his dreams of
power, to quote one of the scholars67. Demands and actions of Symeon Daphnopates
calls with a very im portant and powerful word - rj âitoamaia (apostasy), concerning
61 Ioannis Geometrae carmina varia argumenti sacri vel historici (cetera: Geometres), [in:] PG,
vol. CVI, col. 920 A. Vide also G.N. N ikolov, Bułgarzy i ogień grecki (VII-XI w.), [in:] Byzantina
Europaea. Księga Jubileuszowa ofiarowana Profesorowi Waldemarowi Ceranowi, ed. M. Kokoszko,
M.J. Leszka, Łódź 2007, p. 453.
62 Modem day Ihtiman pass in the Sredna Góra range.
63 On this subject vide e.g. П. М утафчиев, Спгарияпг Ърум през „Траянови врата”, СБАН.КИФФО 55.27,1937, р. 101-125.
64 Geometres, col. 934 А.
65 J. Parandowski, op. cit., p. 43.
66 Cf. R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 298; ’A. 2 tatpiaot -Za ®paka, 'O ’Avûvvyoç..., p. 394, an. to p. 372,
V. 28.

67 M.J. Leszka, Symeona, władcy Bułgarii, sny o potędze, ТК 64-66.4-6, 2001, p. 6-10.
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not only matters of faith, but also being a terminus technicus indicating usurpation of
imperial power. Symeon was thus in his eyes a usurper, and one that ultimately failed,
and therefore acted against God’s will68. In the text it is clearly stated that during a
feast organized by him, Symeon demanded the respect for himself as a Byzantine em 
peror, and being titled basileus of Romans69. The personal attitude of the orator and
the evaluation of what happened is equally clear - it is evil ( to k « kóv ) 70. He states that
the Bulgarian appropriated a good that is the title of basileus, and especially of basileus
of Romans. A good which he should not have, as a little further in the text the rhetori
cian clearly states that it is not permissible for a non-Roman to rule over Romans (ai
[Я] ' Po)’j.aïov 'Pcopcdoiç anwyorov)71. Daphnopates is willing to grant Symeon only the
customary title given by the Byzantines to Bulgarian rulers, namely that of archon of
Bulgarians (àpypvzoq BovXyâpwv), which can be seen in the passage quoted above. This
assertion is also confirmed by the correspondence he was conducting between the
Bulgarian ruler and emperor Romanos Tekapenos, in which Symeon is being consist
ently styled archon of Bulgaria, similarly as by the vast majority of Byzantine authors72.
Especially since Symeon styled himself in such way on his seals until the beginning
of the second decade of 10th century (e.g. Хркгтг ßotjSv] Zugedw àpyavm BovXyapiaç)73.
This means that the Byzantine author did not accept the changes that occurred in the
titulature of the Bulgarian ruler after this period. In case of the said sign (f] o^paytç), it
can indicate specifically seals of Symeon himself, on which he first styled himself em 
peror of the Bulgarians, and afterwards emperor of the Bulgarians and Romans, and
even Romans alone (e.g. Xuggwv èv Хрютф ßaoilevç 'Popéwv/'Pcdgaiwv)74. In this way
he would have been defacing them, assuming titles that did not befit him. He would
have depreciated them by placing on them an obvious untruth. The Byzantine symbols
of imperial power that were placed on these seals were also defiled75. It is very likely,
68 On the subject of interpreting usurpations by Byzantines vide e.g. M.J. Leszka, Uzurpacje
w Cesarstwie Bizantyńskim w okresie od IV do połowy IX wieku, Łódź 1999, p. 39-56, 73-80.
69 These are most likely reminiscences of the events in Constantinople in 913 - R.J.H. Jenkins, op.
cit., p. 299; P. Karlin -H ayter, op. cit., p. 30. Cf. Ф.И. Успенский, op. cit., p. 115-117.
70 Eugßtei, 12, p. 274, 314. Cf. ibidem, 4, p. 260, 93; 9, p. 270, 268; 12, p. 272, 303; 21, p. 284,478.
480; 21, p. 286,496.500.
71 Eugßtei, 13, p. 274, 320-321.
72 Г. Б акалов, Средновековният..., p. 163, 166; M.J. Leszka, Wizerunek..., p. 112, 120-121. Ex
ceptions to this rule were Theophanes Continuatus, Pseudo-Symeon and Theophylact of Ohrid,
who graced him with the title of basileus. P. Karlin -H ayter, op. cit., p. 29,38, sees the question of
titling Symeon in the oration somewhat differently. Cf. R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 298.
73 И. ЙОРДАНОВ, Корпус на печатите на средновековна България, София 2001, р. 40-45;
Г. Бакалов, Средновековният..., р. 149. Even in the Old Bulgarian note from 907 Symeon is
styled a knyaz, or prince ( knasts.) - Б. Христова, Д. Караджова, Б. Узунова, Бележки на бъл~
гарските книжовници X-XVIII век, vol. I, Х -Х У век, София 2003, р. 25, nr 1.
74 И. Й орданов, ор. cit., р. 48-55; Г. Б акалов, Средновековният..., р. 162.
75 Cf. R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 298.
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however, that the sign mentioned in the text simply indicates the Sign of the Cross76,
the most important symbol of Christianity. In this way, the Bulgarian rulers rebellion
against the Byzantine emperor would have become indirectly, and even directly, a re
bellion against God himself. Once redeemed by confession of faith and baptism, now
Symeon would have turned away from Christ, denying established by order. The order,
in which according to the Byzantine political doctrine the highest position among
the rulers of the world was once and for all reserved for the Eastern Roman emperor.
Therefore, in a sense, the previously mentioned accusation of apostasy could also ap
ply to this stance of the Bulgarian ruler, this time in its basic, ecclesiastical meaning,
which is rejection of the order created by God, opposition to the revealed truth77. At
least, such truth as was recognized by the Byzantines. The result of all this is that the
Bulgarian ruler appears as someone who reached for goods that did not belong to him;
as someone who demanded for himself what brought about by Byzantine rulers, the
fruit of their labours. He demanded the power over the empire that was entrusted to
them, and whose greatness, wealth and glory were their exlusive heritage; the posi
tion in the Christian world that belonged to them. Significantly, in this way Symeon
became a thief, and one who robs his own parent.
Particularly telling in this context is the last fragment of the cited above passage,
which is a clear reference to the so-called spiritual sonship of Bulgarians, especially
of the Bulgarian ruler towards the Roman emperor78. In one of the earlier passages,
characterising the Byzantine-Bulgarian conflict, the orator stated that these were not
foreigners who turned against those belonging to a different tribe, nor those speak
ing a different tongue against those of a different tongue (pvj à/loysvà; à/Aoôv/.ot; p]Sè
aXkoykwaaou; aXkôykwaaoi), but sons against fathers and brothers against brothers and
fathers against sons (viol 8è narpâcn ка! йЗеТфоТ; &8еХфо1, ка! тсатгрг; viol; âvréorijpsv)79.
76 Cf. ’A. 2 tatpiaot -Zac>paka, 'O ’Jvcôvvfioçlôyoç..., p. 394, an. to p. 373, v. 1.
77 Cf. e.g. N icholas, 5, p. 30,69-73.
78 F. D ölger, Der Bulgarenherrscher als geistlicher Sohn des byzantinischen Kaisers, ИИД 16-18,
1940, p. 219-232; idem , Средновековното „семейство на владетелите и народите”и бъпгарският владетел, СБАН.КИФ 62,1943, р. 181-222. More on this subject vide G. O strogorsky,
The Byzantine emperor and the Hierarchical World Order, SEER 35,1956, p. 1-14; Г.Г. Литаврин,
Политическая теория в Византии с середины VII до начала XIII в., [in:] Культура Византии
вторая половина VII-XII в., ed. З.В. Удальцова, Г.Г. Литаврин, Москва 1989, р. 59-88; Г. Ба
калов, Ранновизантийската доктрина за властта, [in:] Studia protobulgarica et mediaevalia
europensia. В чест на професор Веселии Бешевлиев, ed. К. Попконстантинов, Велико Търново
1993, р. 13-22; X. Хунгер, ор. cit., р. 89-149; Ж. Дагрон, Императорът u свещеншът. Етюд
върху византийская„цезаропапизъм”, trans. Ц. Кръстева, София 2006, р. 216-244; D. Feissel,
Cesarz i administracja cesarska, [in:] Świat Bizancjum, vol. I, Cesarstwo Wschodniorzymskie 330641, ed. C. Morrisson, trans. A. Graboń , Kraków 2007, p. 97-109; И. Божилов, Византийският ..., p. 116-178; M.J. Leszka, T. Wolińska, Cesarz, dwór i poddani, [in:] Konstantynopol-Nowy
Rzym. Miasto i ludzie w okresie wczesnobizantyńskim, ed. udem , Warszawa 2011, p. 240-247.
79 E u te rn , 3, p. 258, 55-57. Cf. e.g. N icholas, 11, p. 78,106-113; 14, p. 96,80-83; 24, p. 170,51-54.
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O f course, the paragraph does not talk about the subjects of the Constantinopolitan
emperor and those of the Bulgarian ruler having a comm on ethnic origin. Such
reasoning was, moreover, alien to the contemporary way of thinking. Daphnopates
wanted merely to stress that both the Byzantines and the Bulgarians were of a com 
m on faith, belonged to one, Christian, nation8081. The orator also did not mean that
they spoke the same language on a daily basis, although Greek was known at the
Bulgarian court, but that they used the same language of faith, that they were of
one thought in the matters of religion, praised God with one voice, in harmony. The
proof of this is in the last part of the m entioned passage, in which it is claimed that
the Bulgarians were Byzantine sons in faith. This kinship, after all, can be understood
only in a spiritual, not physical, sense. Using the m ethod of expression typical of the
Apostle Paul it can be said that the Byzantines bore in faith*' their northern neigh
bours, as they were the ones who brought them the light of the Gospel82. They were,
and still are, their teachers and guides in Christ83. O f course, the words about the
brotherhood primarily concern the question of faith, the shared Orthodox faith of
the Byzantines and Bulgarians. The Bulgarians are therefore both sons and brothers
in faith to the Byzantines. They form one house of faith - new Israel, leadership in
which, however, is exercised by the Byzantines, because of their seniority. To be capa
ble of taking care for the Bulgarians, they m ust have an appropriate, and accepted by
the latter, authority. Therein lies the problem, because in the light of the order listed
by the Byzantine rhetorician, it were the sons who have first risen against the fathers.
Of course, the first to do that was Symeon, by rejecting the dom inion of his spiritual
father, that is, the Byzantine emperor. Then, he drew his subjects into his apostasy. In
this way the Bulgarians have become rebels, infringing the established by God order
of family relations. Symeon, by rejecting the spiritual fatherhood of the emperor re
jected, in fact, God the Father and the Holy Spirit, who is the pledge of Divine sonship84. In doing so, he ceased to be a spiritual son, both of the emperor and of God,
and therefore, as a consequence, he ceased to be a mem ber of the household of faith,
a member of God’s family, headed by the Byzantine ruler85. He also offended against
the fourth commandment, which speaks of honouring the parents86, in our case even
spiritual ones. I must add that in one of the letters of emperor Romanos Lekapenos to
Symeon (written de facto by Daphnopates), the Bulgarian ruler is being reprimanded
for breaking the peace and going against Byzantium, as in doing so he betrayed the
80 Eph 2,11-22; Col 3,11; 1 Petr 2, 7-9; Apoc 1, 5-6. Cf. Ф.И. Успенский, op. cit., p. 98-99,112.
81 1 Cor 4,15.
82 Cf. ’A. S tatpiaot -Za®paka, ’O Avcivvfioçlôyoç..., p. 383-384, an. to p. 365, v. 5.
83 Cf. e.g. N icholas, 11, p. 78,109-113.
84 Rom 8,14-15.23; 2 Cor 2, 21-22; 5, 5; Eph 1, 13-14. Cf. e.g. N icholas, 24, p. 170, 53-54. Vide
also ’A. S tatpiaot -Za®paka, ’O Avojvvpo;..., p. 394-395, an. to p. 372, v. 2-4.
85 Vide Daphnopates, 6, p. 73, 55-62.
86 Ex 20,12; Deut 5,16; Mt 15, 4; 19,19; Me 7,10; 10,19; Lc 18, 20; Eph 6,1-3.
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will of his real father (in both physical and educational sense)87, that is Boris-Michael.
He would have also disobeyed his suggestions, he would have (of course from the
Byzantine perspective) abandoned the legacy of continuing peaceful relations with
the southern neighbour.
Talking about the sonship of the Bulgarians is a reference to the Byzantine con
cept of hierarchy of rulers and nations, established on earth (Gr. rà|iç). Although this
element has no direct connection with the biblical texts, it should have some attention
devoted to it, as it is closely associated with the question of the above mentioned sonship
in faith. At the head of this hierarchy was the Roman emperor, and below him, at differ
ent rungs of the hierarchical ladder, were other rulers and nations over whom the basileus exercised spiritual custody, and who owed due respect to him. In this regard, too,
the Bulgarian ruler was the emperors son. Adherence to this rà|iç guaranteed stability
and blessing of the oecumene, since this order was modelled on the heavenly hierarchy,
and was therefore sacred. As such, it was untouchable, unchangeable. Infringing upon
it was, in Byzantine thinking, a sacrilege, an act of violence against Gods regulations.
As a result of all this, namely the stance adopted by Symeon, striving towards
realisation of his ungodly desires, was a conflagration of war, which swept through
the Byzantine territories. Daphnopates in many words and very vividly described the
misery caused by the war that lasted for many years. He describes the time of war
as night, dusk, winter, sickness, exile, wandering, storm and waves of the sea, bitter
experiences, crying, sadness, evil, death. W hereas as its opposites he names dawn,
day, summer, peace and goodness, and even resurrection88. In the light of the argu
ments presented above on the subject of portrayal of Symeon it can be said that the
victims of the war that he waged became oi -raficlmoi - people burnt alive as a sacrifice
to Typhon-Symeon. Recalling Byzantine prisoners who were captured in Bulgaria
during the war the author states that they lived in remote and waterless, distant
lands, deprived of freedom and rule, doom ed to the yoke of slavery (rfj; èXet$ep(aç
Kai èljotraraç, rov rrjç SouXa'aç катакрсЭегта; Çuyov)89. From the correspondence between
emperor Romanos Lekapenos with Symeon we know that some of the prisoners were
sold by the Bulgarians into slavery90, which undoubtedly was the basis for accusing
Symeon of detestable treatm ent of the Christian captives. It is however also possible
that the author of the oration had in this passage m eant only the territory of Bulgaria,
in which case the statement about the lack of rule exercised over the Romans could be
87 Daphnopates, 6, p. 73, 55-58.
88 Sumatra, 2-3, p. 254, 22-258, 81; 5, p. 260, 104-110; 6, p. 264, 152-158; 7, p. 264, 171-174 (on
a basis of contrast with the situation after establishing of peace); 8, p. 266, 199-202; 12, p. 272,
302-274,316; 14, p. 276,343-347; 18, p. 280,402-413 (on a basis of highlighting the changes after
establishing of peace); 20-21, p. 280, 431-286, 498 (here e.g. examples from history, showing to
what a war leads).
89 Xu^ttcm, 5, p. 260,105-108.
90 Daphnopates, 5, p. 59,47 - 61,49.
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applied directly to the Bulgarian tsars rule. The authority imposed on the Byzantine
prisoners in such circumstances could not have been a real, legal rule, one that would
actually cared about them, an authority granting the right to adopting the title of the
emperor o f the Romans, but would have only be a yoke of slavery. For the Romans
who were under his reign he was a tyrant, rather than an emperor. In fact, Symeon
was indirectly accused of tyranny by Nicholas Mysticus91. Besides, the designation of
tyranny was directly linked with accusation of apostasy, that is usurpation92.
In the source, the Bulgarian ruler is also referred to as pharaoh, holding the
chosen people captive; an evil ruler, whose heart was hardened by God himself to
such an extent that he was no longer able to reform. This last statement is to em 
phasise the finality of G ods provision, according to which the Creator has allowed
Symeon to do evil until the end of his life, so that the cup of his sins would over
flow and that God’s just judgements would be fulfilled upon him. And although the
Bulgarian ruler oppressed the people of God with the consent of the Most High, it
did not mean that he will not be severely punished for his actions, similarly to the
pharaoh from the Old Testament story about the exodus of Israelites from Egypt.
This was happening so that the punishm ent imposed on Symeon was more severe.
It is not without significance that Egypt, according to the message of the Old and
New Testament, symbolised a land of injustice, captivity and darkness, and its ruler
was considered the personification of Satan. The fact that it was God himself who
hardened Symeon’s heart emphasised the ruler’s persistence in adhering to evil, the
stance and state of m ind that no rational arguments can change. And yet so many
of them were used by the Byzantine diplomacy, as it tried so eminently to influence
the Bulgarian, to speak to his reason, to move his Christian conscience93. It is pos
sible that Daphnopates’ assertion is somewhat representative of the frustration and
resignation of the Constantinopolitan court, which lost the faith in the meaning of
any discussion with Symeon94. It is certain, however, that it expresses the sudden flash
of insight of the Byzantines who understood that the matter of Symeon is no longer,
or rather never was, in their capacity, but that it was a matter of divine judgements.
And if so, then there was no reason to worry, since knowing the end of the biblical
pharaoh, who was opposing God, it is not difficult to guess what end awaited the
Bulgarian monarch. Just as pharaoh opposed God’s decision that allowed Israelites to
depart from Egypt, so did Symeon went against laws, rules and hierarchies that the
Most High established on earth. If so, then God himself will oppose him, and there
91 N icholas, 5, p. 28, 58 - 30, 94; 11, p. 78, 100-102, 113-120. Commentary in L. Simeonova,
op. cit., p. 92-93; M.J. Leszka, Wizerunek..., p. 106-107.
92 Vide e.g. И . Б о ж и л о в , Асеневци: Renovatio imperii Bidgarorum et Graecorum, [in:] idem ,
Седем..., p. 142-148.
93 The diversity of Byzantine diplomatic efforts is mentioned by the rhetorician himself - Suyßacrsi,
15, p. 276, 356-361. Cf. comments by R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 301.
94 So thinks M.J. Leszka, Wizerunek..., p. 112-113.
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fore the Bulgarian will be in fact fighting not against the Byzantines, but against God
himself. This interpretation is supported by a passage from a letter of Lekapenos to
the Bulgarian tsar, in which the emperor states as follows:
(...) I know that and I am entirely sure, having heard it from pious and holy men, that even
if you wanted to make peace, you could not manage it - to such an extent God has hardened
your heart, in order to prove on you his power.95

Of course, writing this letter during the Bulgarian rulers life, Daphnopates
could not have been certain that Symeon would not change his attitude. More than
that, he might have used this, clear to his interlocutor passage, to inspire in him the
desire to prove that he is not a puppet in the hands of Fate and that he can change
his attitude, to prove that he is still his own master, a free man, in whom the Most
High still has liking. During the writing and delivering the oration On the treaty
with the Bulgarians, however, he already knew that Symeon remained faithful to his
chosen path. He could therefore freely compare him to the infamous character of the
Egyptian pharaoh from the pages of the Scripture.
Symeon is also characterised as Goliath, who, full of pride and surrounded
by the army, arrives to talk with David, here the emperor Romanos Lekapenos96. In
short, orator wants to highlight that Symeon was haughty and sure of himself, as he
placed trust in his own power and the strength of his army. So did the biblical Goliath,
who not only insulted the Israeli warriors while boasting his might, but in reality also
defied God himself (as David was to say: who reproached the ranks o f the living God97).
Against him and his solely hum an (and at the same time pagan) might stood David
alone, who put his trust only in God Almighty; and that is why he won98. According
to the Byzantine rhetorician, the victory lay in that, despite the initial self-confidence,
haughtiness and verbosity, Symeon humbly listened to what the Byzantine emperor
had to say. He agreed to continue the peace talks and on the following day, having
not achieved what he really wanted, he left99. While mentioning the negotiations,
Daphnopates allowed himself to evaluate the behaviour and linguistic skills of the
Bulgarian tsar, indicating that he was talking a lot like a barbarian, and even more in
broken Greek (tcai тюХка pèv ßapßapl^wv, тсЫсо Se crolotidÇwv)100. There is no doubt that
95 Daphnopates, 5, p. 67,149-152.
96 Sugßctasi, 16, p. 278, 366-367.
97 1 Reg 17, 36b (Eng. trans. - 1 Reigns, trans. B.A. Taylor, [in:] NETS, p. 261). Cf. 1 Reg 17,45b.
98 1 Reg 17,1-54.
99 Sugßctcrsi, 16, p. 276, 362 - 278, 369. Cf. Theophanes C ontinuatus, VI, 15, p. 408, 2 - 409, 8,
and the interpretation of the text by R.J.H. [enkins, op. cit., p. 301.
100 Sugßctcrsi, 16,p. 278,367-368. Commentary in R Karlin -H ayter, op. cit.,p. 39; ’A. S tatpiaoyZa®paka, 'O ’Avûvvfwç lóyoę..., p. 401, an. to p. 377, v. 24; I. D ujcev, op. cit., p. 248, 294, an. to
V. 368.
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this passage was an expression of the Byzantine orator’s dismissive attitude towards
the Bulgarian tsars learning (all in all a pupil of the Constantinopolitan school lo
cated at the M agnaura palace101); besides, it once again emphasised his barbarity.
According to Daphnopates, Symeon is one of the western wolves (rovq éanepiovç
Tokotiç)102, the name with which the orator calls the Bulgarians103. According to him,
these predators are more fervent and bold from the eastern wolves (probably m ean
ing Arabs). The bulgarian ruler is also the sower and keeper of weeds ( t o v t w v l i Ç a v i w v
отгореа ка! фиХака)104. In the latter case, the expression used is directly related to the
parable from the Gospel according to Matthew. According to it, the Kingdom of
Heaven is like a field, in which the owner has sown good seed, hoping for a good and
abundant harvest. Under the cover of darkness, however, the owners enemy arrives
and sows weeds (та (ii/Aia) among the wheat. As a result, the servants of the owner
cannot remove the weeds without damaging the wheat. For this reason, wheat and
weeds grow together until harvest, because then they will be easier to separate. On the
day of harvest, first the weeds are gathered and burnt, then the wheat is gathered and
stored in the granary105. The explanation of this parable reveals at a glance the message
that the Byzantine orator wished to include in his work, hence I am quoting it in full:
The one who sows the good seed is the Son of Man [i.e. Jesus Christ - K.M.]; the field is the
world, and the good seed are the children of the kingdom; the weeds are the children of the
evil one, and the enemy who sowed them is the devil; the harvest is the end of the age, and the
reapers are angels. Just as the weeds are collected and burned up with fire, so will it be at the
end of the age. The Son of Man will send his angels, and they will collect out of his kingdom
all causes of sin and all evildoers, and they will throw them into the furnace of fire, where
there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Then the righteous will shine like the sun in the
kingdom of their Father.106

Thus Daphnopates compares the Bulgarian tsar to the Devil, who tries to
thwart and frustrate God’s perfect plans. He puts him in a stark opposition to the
sons o f justice. Symeon is therefore a son of night, since that is when he sneaks on
someone else’s field and under the cover of darkness performs his criminal deeds.
The phrase about the keeper of the weeds means that he cares for the proper growth
and development of his grain, that is, all depravity and iniquity. He is polluting and
101 More on Symeon’s education - X. Трендафилов, op. cit., p. 19-49.
102 Suyßctasi, 7, p. 264, 168-169.
103 R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 297. Cf. ’A. S tatpiaot -Za®paka, 'O ’Avtivvp.oç'Xôyoç..., p. 389, an. to
p. 368, V. 15-18.
104 Suyßctff£1, 7, p. 264, 171-172.
105 Mt 13, 24-30.
106 Mt 13, 37-43 (Eng. trans. - The Gospel according to Matthew, [in:] The New Revised Standard
Version of the Bible, Anglicized Edition, ed. B.M. M etzger, 2Oxford 1995, p. 14).
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poisoning the good sowing of the Byzantine-Bulgarian relations, which was made
at the time of accepting of the official baptism by Boris-Michael and establishing of
a solid peace between the two states. Thus, he is destroying God’s work. This is how
ever not only an annihilation of the existing political agreement; Symeon was pri
marily presented as a destroyer of the house of Jacob, the house of God, and thus the
unity of the spiritual Israel, of the Body of Christ, that is, the Church comm unity107;
as a false prophet, sower of lies and discord. He was the cause behind the split be
tween the brothers in the faith, the Byzantines and Bulgarians. Moreover, anyone
who causes division and scandal in the House of Lord, the remaining faithful should
avoid, and leave him, because he does not serve Christ, but his own desires. It is a
man who yields to his senses, devoid of the Spirit of G od108. The passages in which the
orator condemns those who are lovers of war are indirectly referring to him. It can
therefore be concluded that Symeon is a sower of discord109, murderer, fratricide110,
and committed sacrilege (the rhetorician mentions burnt icons, scattered relics of
saints, which fell prey to dogs and crows, and priests abducted into slavery straight
from the altar, etc.)111. Daphnopates explicitly writes about his lies, hiding his true
intentions112, not fulfilling agreements and instability in his proceedings (the orator
calls Symeon - ó 7го1йтро7го? - evasive, sly and inconsistent)113.
The bulgarian tsar was also called new Ader (ó véoç ”ASêp)114, or the bibli
cal Hader/Hadad, and thus the first adversary (lit. satan115), who went against king
Solomon, representing in the text the Byzantine emperor. At least, this interpretation
is accepted by all of the orations commentators116. Now, according to the biblical ac
107 Xt^ßdo-ei, 7, p. 264, 171-174; 22, p. 288, 526-528. Also in the literal sense - as a destroyer of
churches and monasteries, which was already mentioned.
108 Rom 16,17-18; Iudae 17-19.
109 Su[rßchra, 8, p. 266, 199.
110 Cf. e.g. N icholas, 11, p. 78,115-120.
111 Eu^ßchra, 3, p. 256, 47-53. Vide also Daphnopates, 7, p. 83, 40-43.
112 Eu[rßchra, 13, p. 274, 317-325.
113 Eu[rßchra, 15, p. 276, 360-361.
114 Eu[rßchra, 7, p. 264, 172.
115 3 Reg 11, 14. Both in the original Hebrew of the ОТ and in the used in Byzantium Septuagint
(for critical editions of the text - Septuaginta. Vetns Testamentum Graecum Auctoritate Academiae
Scientiarum Gottingensis editum, vol. I-XXIV, Göttingen 1931-2006; Septuaginta, id est Vêtus Tes
tamentum Graece iuxta LXX interprétés, vol. I-II, ed. A. Rahlfs, Stuttgart 1935), in this place can
be found the term directly indicating God’s main adversary. The same word was used in the pas
sages where there is no doubt that Satan is meant (in the Septuagint, the related SidßoXo? was used)
- vide e.g. lob 1, 6.9.12; 2, 1.2.4; 1 Par 21, 1 - NLT Study Bible, 2Carol Stream 2008 (cetera: NLT),
p. 596, 713, 856-858. Hebrews also used this word as a specialist term for an adversary and a pros
ecutor at a royal court, alluding thusly to his demonic character (NLT, p. 857). For Daphnopates
however this term must have unequivocally been related to the Devil.
116 Ф.И. Успенский, op. cit., p. 68, an. 1; I. D ujcev, op. cit., p. 264, an. 60; И. Божилов, Цар
Симеон Велики (893-927): Златният век..., р. 158; П. Ангелов, ор. cit., р. 190; M.J. Leszka,
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count, Hadad was a ruler of the hostile kingdom of Edom, and he dedicated his reign
to the fight with Israel. This stemmed from the fact that Edom was previously con
quered by Israel, and all its men were slain. Hailing from the royal family, Hadad,
then a little boy, along with a handful of courtiers escaped and took refuge in Egypt.
Sometime later, instigating rebellion (most likely with the support of the Egyptians),
he regained power in Edom and dedicated himself to fighting with Solomon, rejecting
his previous sovereignty11718.The biblical author summed this up in the following words:
A nd Hader returned to his land. This was the evil which Hader did, and he was indignant
with Israel, and he reigned in the land ofEdom lls. In this way Israel lost, at least for a
time, the control over territories previously won by king David. Interestingly, however,
the biblical text states that God himself has roused Hadad, to make him a tool of pun
ishment for Solomons derogations119. This does not, however, absolve Hadad himself,
who was after all a rebel, pagan and a worshipper of demons (and, as is clear from the
text, who was likened to Satan), whom Yahweh merely used, utilising his personal
hatred towards the Israelis, for the punishment of the unfaithful servant (Solomon).
Besides, the statement that God has roused Hadad should not be understood literally.
In fact, his desire for revenge and hatred for Israel had a demonic base, and it was the
Satan who directed his actions. Stating that God was behind this, the biblical author
merely expressed his deep conviction that even the Devil can only act with the consent
of the Most High. In other words, the phrase that God roused or stirred him meant,
in this case, that he allowed Hadad to give in to the evil purpose120. It is also worth
pointing out that, like the biblical author judged Hadads actions (rj tcatda - lit. vice,
moral evil), so did Daphnopates described Symeons actions as evil. Therefore even if
Symeon-Hadad was supposed to take the role of scourge o f God against the Byzantines,
because of their sins (or rather because of the sins of the Byzantine governments from
before 920), then he should not transgress beyond the boundaries of this, appointed
to him by the Most High, task - making the inhabitants of the empire repent. For
Daphnopates, this repentance clearly came in the shape of Romanos Lekapenos’ as
cension to the throne.
Wizerunek..., p. 121, an. 161.
117 I. Bozhilovs assertion that Ader/Hadad first unsuccessfully rebelled against Solomon and then
fled to Egypt is therefore not correct ('Дар Симеон Велики (893-927): Златният век..., р. 158).
First, during the period just before the escape he was a little boy, he was therefore not likely to be
the leader of the rebellion; besides during the time of his escape to the west, the ruler who reigned
in Israel and raided Edom was David, father of Solomon. Therefore Hadad’s rebellion should be
associated with his return from Egypt to Edom, at the time when Solomon was already the king of
Israel - A. Tschirschnitz , Dzieje ludów biblijnych, Warszawa 1994, p. 147-148,240.
118 3 Reg 11, 22b-25 (Eng. trans. - 3 Reigns, trans. RD. McLean (Kaige), B.A. Taylor (OG), [in:]
NETS, p. 308). Vide also 2 Reg 8,13-14; 1 Par 18,12-13.
119 3 Reg 11,1-25.
120 Cf. e.g. 2 Reg 24,1 and 1 Par 21,1, which, discussing the same events, point to a different origi
nator.
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But we cannot rule out yet another identification of Ader, namely, the one link
ing him with the biblical Ben-Hadad II, king of Aram (865-842 BCE)121 and a long
time enemy of Israel during the reign of kings - Ahab (871-852 BCE), Ahaziah (852851 BCE), Joram (851-845 BCE) and Jehu (845-818 BCE). Comparison of Symeon
to this character is very clear. Here is the ruler of a foreign, pagan country, who went
against the kingdom of Israel (i.e. the northern Jewish state, after the division) twice
and besieged Samaria, the capital of this state122. Importantly, during the first expedi
tion against Ahab, king of Israel, he demanded for himself Ahab’s silver, gold and his
most beautiful wives and children. In addition, he ordered the king to give back to
Arameans all of the valuables that belonged to his subjects. Upon Ahab’s refusal, he
sent out an armed expedition against Israel. The invasion of the enemy king, however,
was repulsed; what is more, the king himself was taken into captivity, from which he
was soon released123. Returning to the thought earlier expressed by Daphnopates,
Ben-Hadad, like Symeon, stretched out his hand for the good that did not belong
to him, for the harvest/fruit of the kings of Israel. Just as in the case of Symeon (of
course, in the rhetorician’s opinion), the pride of the king of Aram was thus em 
phasised. Sometime later, he organised an expedition to Samaria and subjected it to
a long lasting siege. However, Yahweh himself interceded for his people, and m iracu
lously chased off the Aramean army, without the Israelis needing to fight124. It cannot
be ruled out that it was this particular episode that the Byzantine orator was thinking
of when he said that it is impossible to know the means of the one125, who without the
use of force (lit. iron, weapons) during the whole life overruled and kept back Ader,
that is, Hadad-Symeon (Sfj^a crtSijpov Sta ßlov rov 'ASgp Ьттcpârei те xai àvgcraXUv)126,
preventing him from achieving his wicked goals.
121 Septuagint, in accordance to the Hebrew wording of his name, describes him as the son of Ader.
Naming him in such way it underlined the fact that as the son of Ader/Hadad (Hadad - here a pa
gan deity), Ben-Hadad was in his behaviour the same as his parent. On the subject of Ben-Hadad
II himself vide A. Tschirschnitz , op. cit., p. 68-69,161,249.
122 Some of the modern biblical scholars think that in fact the second siege of Samaria and victory
over Joram at Ramon Gilead was the deed of Hazael, Ben-Hadad’s successor - vide A. Tschir 
schnitz , op. cit., p. 161. Regardless of whether this opinion is correct, Byzantine readers of the
Bible could not have possessed such knowledge and linked these events with Ben-Hadad.
123 3 Reg 21 (20), 1-43.
124 4 Reg 6, 24-7, 20.
125 It is difficult to understand from the text of whom the rhetorician is thinking - 0.И. Успенскш,
op. cit., p. 115-117. R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit., p. 299-300 thought that he meant the patriarch Nicho
las Mysticus, while R Karlin -H ayter, op. cit., p. 30-31, that it was emperor Leo VI, which I find
more convincing. Ultimately, however, the one who stopped Ader was God, an indication of which
might be the statement that it is not possible to know the means with which Ader was being kept
back. Cf. Leonis VI Tactica, XVIII, 40, ed. et trans. G. D ennis, Washingtoniae D.C. 2010, p. 452,
210-221 [= CFHB, 49].
126 b^ßtto-a, 13, p. 274, 324-326.
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Symeon is also a contemporary Holophernes (о ксиvoq ’ОХофгр^у]?)127, the com
m ander of armies of the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar II (604-562 BCE)128, who in
the Old Testament account was presented as the ruler of Assyria. On the ruler s order,
Holophernes gathered a massive army, with which he moved against all of the lands
in the west, mercilessly conquering, plundering, ravaging these lands and murdering
their inhabitants. Moreover, all of this happened because they did not acknowledge
Nebuchadnezzar as the only true deity. For that reason, destroying local temples was of
particular significance to Holophernes. All of the lands were in his power. At the news
of this, the Israelites became most exeedingly frightened by his visage and distressed for
Ierousalem and the shrine o f the Lord their God129. They have therefore turned to God
for help in prayer, they also started to prepare for defence. Despite the warning that
should not go against the Israelites, since they lived in inaccessible mountains and
their God, who hated iniquity (an allusion to the Assyrians actions), kept watch over
them, Holophernes undertook an expedition against Israel. He did not, however, went
further in his march than the m ountain town of Betulia; under its walls God’s punish
m ent reached him. Judith, a pious Israelite, who pretended to have fled from the be
sieged settlement, cut off his head130. The biblical author presents the Assyrian general
as a worshiper of the pagan gods (or rather, of a m an - king Nebuchadnezzar), a cruel,
boastful and confident man, devoid of honour and reverence to the true God. An evil
man, who suffered a deserved punishm ent for his actions131. Undoubtedly, through
out this whole story many similarities with Symeon can be found. For Daphnopates,
Bulgarian ruler appears as a contemporary cruel conqueror, who wanted to impose
his will on Byzantium with brute force. He is a contemporary barbarian, who raised
his hand against the chosen people, the new Israel, that is, the subjects of the Byzantine
emperor. It is again indicated, that he is primarily a destroyer of temples, including
the most im portant one - the temple of the Ford, no doubt understood as the whole
community of the Church. But, like in the Assyrians case, even such a great conqueror
as Symeon was to be eventually punished132. It is noteworthy that the Bulgarian ruler
was also warned that by waging an unjust war against the most Christian empire, he
will bring upon himself an inglorious end133. The story associated with the death of
Holophernes undoubtedly is a reference to the legend, widespread in the Byzantine
capital, about the death of the Bulgarian ruler. According to it,
127 Eupß&rei, 7, p. 264,172-173. On the margin of the manuscript, by the mention of the new Ader
and the contemporary Holophernes, there is a note: Sugswv ó ЕгаЗЭг]; - ibidem, p. 264.
128 I. D ujcev, op. cit., p. 264, an. 61; И. Божилов, Цар Симеон Велики (893-927): Златният
век..., р. 158.
129 lud 4, 2 (Eng. trans. - Ioudith, trans. C. Boyd-Taylor, [in:] NETS, p. 446).
130lud 2-3, 5-7,10-13.
131 M.J. Leszka, Wizerunek..., p. 122, an. 162.
132 П. Ангелов, op. cit., p. 190-191.
133 Daphnopates, 5, p. 61, 51-57; 7, p. 85, 68-74.
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when John the astronomer saw the emperor Romanos [Lekapenos - K.M.], he said to him
thusly: Sire, the statue set in the arc on the (hill) Xerolophos, looking towards the west, is (a like
ness of) Symeon; if you were to cut off its head, then at the same time Symeon would die. The
emperor Romanos ordered at night the statues head to be cut off, and at the time Symeon
died in Bulgaria.134

Thus, as was in the case of Ader, God himself saw it to remove Symeon, who
was an obstacle for concluding a strong peace treaty between the Byzantines and
Bulgarians, and of rebuilding the unity of the spiritual Israel135136.
It appears that a different passage of the speech may be an indirect reference to
Symeon. In it, the rhetorician is considering the question of enmity (rrjç lydpaç) and
its implications. In earlier parts of his work the author did not leave his listeners, and
later readers, any doubt that the Bulgarian tsar was hostile towards Byzantium, and
that the war was the meaning of his existence. And here, Daphnopates states:
And who (unless he were more foolish than Korybos) would not think her [i.e. the hostility
- K.M.] hateful, deathly, more monstrous than Hydras or Scyllas own self, more monstrous
than all monsters? Unsocial, lawless [also: wicked, godless - K.M.], a proper madman, replete
with drunken torpor and folly, is he who loves division and and wars (ко! щ à pi] Kopiißou
f]ki$ic5Tepoç ovk а7готр07гаюч aùryjv, oùk ôléSpiou, ov Tfjç "T S paç avTrjç, 2KÓX\.y]ę aÛTfjç, ov itâvrш
àrÔTtw àro7rwTépav r\yr\<joho; афргры р, àSéjuoToç к а ! тгаракотго? ôvtwç к а! карой к а ! 7rapon4aç
â vâ irlewç, ó S i^ o a ra a la ç ка!

èpcôv).136

The fact that hostility and love of war have been characterised as more
hideous than the offspring of Typhon and Echidna is noteworthy. They are thus
the m anifestation of the m ost m onstrous activity of Symeon-Typhon. It should
be therefore understood that the war started by the Bulgarian m onarch, and the
goals which he wanted to attain w ith its help, deserve condem nation which can
not be expressed in words. The orator implies that neither he himself, nor any
other civilised m an, is able to give a rational explanation for such passion for
the horrors of war. He therefore concludes that its eulogist can only be someone
outside the m argin of society, a m an disrespecting divine laws, even deranged,
intoxicated, either w ith alcohol, or in spirit, in this case w ithout a doubt u n 
der dem onic influence. In other words, a m an not acting according to reason.
D aphnopates further in the text states that this passion is contrary to the teaching
of Scripture and the pagan w isdom 137. The love of discord and war were not acci
134 T heophanes C ontinuatus , VI, 21, p. 411,17 - 412,1. The thread of this legend was recently
analysed by В. Б ачкова, op. tit., p. 79-80.
135 Supßäaa, 7, p. 264, 171-174.
136 Xupßacra, 21, p. 284,466-472 (translation after R.J.H. Jenkins - ibidem, p. 285).
137 Supßäo-a, 21, p. 284,472-473. Cf. e.g. N icholas, 11, p. 78,103-106.
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dentally called in this text w ith a word ip to;, used in the Greek literature to mean
physical love, lust or desire138. Som ething th at was earthy, violent, unclean, so to
speak, filthy - because the love of war could not be a m erit of a real Christian.
In this way the rhetorician once again stresses, that such people as the Bulgarian
ruler are driven by low, prim itive inclinations, that they derive anim al satisfac
tion from creating a split betw een C hristians and from the spilling of Byzantine
blood. Again, this points to the rudeness of Symeon’s nature, who does not, or
does not want to, understand that a war, especially w ith his brother in faith, is
evil. W hen Symeon was finally persuaded, and agreed to the peace talks (924), by
the new Moses and saviour of the Byzantine empire, who freed the empire from
the Egypt’s yoke (i.e. from the Bulgarians, or rather from Symeon), that is, by the
droungarios of the fleet, the new em peror Rom anos Lekapenos, w ith G od’s will
he did not live to see the advent of p erm anent peace (927). The author explains
this fact by referring to the story of the Old Testam ent king David and his desire
to build a temple for Yahweh. Unfortunately, G od could n o t have allowed him to
do so, because in youth David’s hands were stained w ith blood, w hich precluded
his participation in this honourable endeavour139. O nly the pure, undefiled hands
can be used for building a sanctuary of peace, in w hich the M ost High would ac
cept praise and thanksgiving. Because of this, like Solomon, son of David, com 
pleted this task, so did in 927 Peter, son of Symeon, conclude the peace w ith
Byzantium; Symeon, as a m an who spilled a lot of brotherly, C hristian blood,
could not erect a shrine to the Lord140. It rem ains to guess w hether the figures of
David and Solomon were m entioned only because of the simple sim ilarity of situ
ation (the son completes the work that the father could not), or w hether the orator
was directed by a deeper m otivation. Is it only a simple reference to David, as the
typical for the era archetype of the ruler, and therefore an acknowledgem ent from
the Byzantine orator for the obvious fact, that Symeon was simply a monarch?
Or is there hidden behind this an explicit reference to the way in which Symeon
was being presented at his own, Preslavian, court? A nd if so, could D aphnopates
really have had the knowledge that the Bulgarian tsar was being praised as the
new David and com pared, of course in a positive m eaning, by those surrounding
him to the great Old Testament king? If so, then in this passage of the oration he
undoubtedly allowed him self to indulge in a rather m ordacious em phasising of
the darker sides of the well-known Israeli ru ler’s reign, which fitted well w ith the
general picture of Symeon which he tried to create in his work. If it was therefore
God him self who m ade it impossible for the tsar to conclude peace, then this fact
138 LSJ, p. 695; SGP, vol. II, p. 313-314; Słownik, vol. I, p. 385.
139 Vide e.g. 2 Reg 16, 5-11; 3 Reg 5,17-19; 8,15-19; 1 Par 22, 7-10 Cf. also R.J.H. Jenkins, op. cit.,
p. 301.
140 Sugßctff£1,16, p. 278, 371-378. Cf. Ф.И. Успенский, op. cit., p. 102.
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emphasised once again just how defiled a m an was the Bulgarian ruler. It could be
said that in his belligerence he w ent so far that he was unable to retu rn to the way
of peace. Additionally, according to the orator, God personally m ade sure that
he could not repent, which was clearly to be a w arning for the future enemies of
Byzantium, w ho should rem em ber on whose side the M ost High is, and w hat are
the consequences of going against the empire. Undoubtedly. However, by weav
ing into his statem ent the analogy w ith David, w hom God forbade to build the
tem ple, D aphnopates tried to explain to him self and to his listeners Symeons
obduracy in the m atter of concluding the peace141.
W hat was the ultimate end of Symeon according to the Byzantine orator is
not difficult to guess. In pursuing the vanities of this world (the crown, Byzantine
throne and their transient, earthly glory142), he loses from sight the really im por
tant, eternal matters. He ends like rebellious Lucifer, cast out from the place of
haughtiness and pride, like Typhon, defeated by Zeus and cast into Tartarus. In our
source, these are only suggestions that can be plucked out from the context of the
whole oration. W hereas in the letters from Lekapenos to Symeon, Daphnopates
is clearly warning the tsar about the consequences of persisting in the rebellion
and continuing war. Through the lips of the Byzantine ruler he rem inds him of
the Last Judgement and the punishm ent of wicked deeds143. In turn, from the con
tent of the oration, it appears that Symeon can be counted among those who love
discord and war. He can be included among the killers, who likened themselves,
as Daphnopates wrote, to Cain and Lamech, and so the archetypes of the wicked
men, in the Scripture called directly the children of the Evil O ne144. And w ith them ,
among those who found themselves on the left hand side of the C hrists throne
of judgem ent, in the place of the goats, among those who have been crossed out
from the Book of the Redeemed (a-zralacjfj 5è rvjç ßfßXou rwv аы^оцгуыу)145, to go into
the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels146. In the context of Symeons
fall one could m ention other characters nam ed by the rhetorician - the haughty
Xerxes, Eteocles and Polinices, sons of Oedipus who fighting for the control over
Thebes killed each other, Cyrus the Younger, who was not satisfied with his own in 
heritance, Antaeus m urdering his own guests and the greedy Alexander the Great,
the great conqueror and m urderer of his loved ones. All of them , for their love of
hostility and war, received a worthy pay - an ignom inious end147.
141 One of the letters of Romanos Lekapenos testifies about this obduracy - Daphnopates, 5, p. 67,
135-136.
142 Vide e.g. Isa 40,6-8; 1 Petr 1,24.
143 Daphnopates, 7, p. 83,44 - 85,74. Cf. e.g. N icholas, 11, p. 78,94-100.
144 Gen 4,1-24; Sap 10, 3; Mt 23, 35; 1 Io 3,12-13; Iudae 11.
145 Xunßäo-61, 9, p. 268, 240-270, 269.
146 Mt 25, 31-46.
147 Xu^ßacrsi, 20-21, p. 282,448-284,468. Vide also И. Божилов, Цар Симеон Велики (893-927):
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* * *
The year 927 brought about the conclusion of a lasting peace between
Byzantium and Bulgaria. Peace, which ended many years of armed struggle between
the two states. The war that tsar Symeon waged against his southern neighbour shook
the Byzantines. Military successes of the Bulgarian ruler, his aspirations to impose his
rule on the empire, cut to the quick the deep conviction of the Constantinopolitan
rulers and their subjects that only the Eastern Rome had right to preside over the
Christian world. In the eyes of the Byzantines, Symeons aspirations seemed to be
a violation of the sacred order (rà^iç) established on earth by God, and imitating
celestial order. The order, according to which the Bulgarian ruler owed subjection
and respect to Constantinopolitan basileus. Anyone who rejected this order was, in
fact, spreading anarchy (àralia), and so became like barbarians, and even more demons148. This is despite the fact that in the personal dimension he seemed to be a
devout Christian. Unlike him, the Byzantines did not allow a possibility of making a
breach in the political doctrine that they adopted. In keeping with their worldview,
the aspirations of the Bulgarian tsar to the presidency over Christian oecumene m eant
that he was treated stereotypically - as unworthy of the highest honours barbarian
and a rebel. Unrestrained in his desires, not guided by reason, but by the typical ele
ments that tugged at every barbarian’s soul. At least such is the portrayal of Symeon
that we can find in the oration On the treaty with the Bulgarians that was presented
in front of the court of the emperor Romanos Tekapenos by Theodore Daphnopates,
his personal secretary. The Bulgarian ruler was then already dead, and celebrating the
just concluded peace agreement rhetorician could blame on him all of the responsi
bility for the calamities of the long-lasting war and present him as a usurper and an
enemy of truth, a servant of Satan.

A bstract. The year 927 brought a peace treaty between Byzantium and Bulgaria, which
ended many years of m ilitary struggle between both the states. O n this occasion Theodore
Daphnopates delivered a speech praising the newly concluded agreement. The blame for the
accursed war was to put on (already dead) Symeon I (893-927), the then Bulgarian ruler,
and his ungodly aspirations to the crown of the Byzantine Empire. It was his personal ambi
tions that were a real infringem ent on the G ods earthly order, and it was only and exclusively
Symeon, who lead to the appearance of a crack on the House o f the Lord. The Bulgarian ruler
Златният век..., p. 159-160; IL Ангелов, op. cit., p. 191; M.J. Leszka, Wizerunek..., p. 122,
an. 165.
148 H. Ahrweiler, L’idéologie politique de l’Empire byzantin, Paris 1975, p. 129-147; P. Stephen 
son, Byzantium’s Balkan Frontier..., p. 35; C. M ango, Introduction, [in:] The Oxford History of
Byzantium, ed. idem , Oxford 2002, p. 16; И. Божилов, Византийският..., p. 177-178.
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is referred to as pharaoh, holding the chosen people captive. Symeon is also characterised hke
various ungodly personages from the Old and New Testament, i.e. Goliath, Ader, Holophernes
or even the Devil himself. It can therefore be concluded that Symeon was a usurper, tyrant,
sower of discord, murderer, fratricide, and one who committed sacrilege. Daphnopates ex
plicitly writes about his lies, hiding his true intentions, not fulfilling agreements and instabil
ity in his proceedings. So, by means of a variety of hints to ancient history, literature and the
Bible the speaker present Symeon as a usurper and an enemy of truth, a servant of Satan.
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